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Once limited to calculating the gap between talent supply and demand, workforce

planning is now a far more sophisticated process, akin to risk management or supply

chain management. Today, strategic workforce planning generates multiple, data-

driven forecasts based on a variety of scenarios, enabling an organization to adjust

and respond quickly to immediate and future changes to its business requirements.

In response to this emerging business need, The Conference Board convened the

yearlong Strategic Workforce Planning Research Working Group in March 2005. This

report is the culmination of presentations made to the Research Working Group by

thought leaders and best practice organizations, a literature review, and interviews of

20 companies, from which nine were chosen for detailed case studies. Using these

sources, the report seeks to answer the following questions:

• What is strategic workforce planning?

• What have organizations learned from their experience 

about implementing strategic workforce planning?

• How should strategic workforce planning be adapted 

to fit specific organizational contexts?

• What impact has strategic workforce planning had? 

• What challenges limit strategic workforce planning’s impact? 

Note: All findings and data in this report register the collective experience of survey participants 
and reflect the overall results of the study, not necessarily the views of individual companies or
employees, unless otherwise specifically indicated.
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Strategic workforce planning (SWP) is the analytic,

forecasting, and planning process that connects and

directs talent management activities to ensure an organi-

zation has the right people in the right places at the right

time and at the right price to execute its business strategy.

SWP drivers Strategic workforce planning is becoming

increasingly important to organizations in response to a

variety of factors: 

• The aging workforce and approaching 

retirement wave

• Current and projected labor shortages

• Globalization 

• Growing use of a contingent, flexible workforce 

• The need to leverage human capital 

to enhance return 

• Mergers and acquisitions 

• Evolution of technology and tools 

Methodology is rapidly advancing in response to chang-

ing business needs and new tools and technology. This

study finds that some organizations have enhanced the

simple gap analysis that constitutes traditional workforce

planning by adopting the logic and analytic tools of other

corporate functions, such as Finance, Risk Management

and Marketing (Table 1).

The Current Landscape
According to this study, five approaches to workforce

planning are in use today, illustrated by one or more 

case studies (Table 2).

Research Conclusions
Looking across the companies interviewed and content

shared within the Research Working Group, this study

offers the following conclusions:

Strategic workforce planning is a relatively new
practice in many organizations; most are still in the

process of fully implementing SWP or realizing its 

ultimate potential. The majority of companies say, 

“We’re just getting started,” or “We’re not there yet.”

Strategic workforce planning delivers value by: 

• Generating insights and knowledge executives

can use to make business decisions

• Providing a deeper and more nuanced

understanding of workforce dynamics than 

was previously available

• Enabling organizations to manage human capital

more efficiently — for example, by evaluating

the long-term impacts of various staffing options

and creating a stronger internal job market 

• Enabling HR to realize its long-held desire 

to become a player and a valued contributor 

to high-level business strategy decisions 

Key Findings

Method

Basic

Workforce
Analytics

Forecasting
and Scenario
Modeling

Segmentation

Table 1

Workforce planning methodology

Logic and Tools

Gap analysis (demand vs. supply)

From Finance 
• Metrics, relationships among key variables 

From Risk Management and Budgeting
• Multiple what-if scenarios

From Marketing
• Identifying and analyzing specific 

employee segments 

• Crafting talent management 
strategies for critical segments



Industry, business and job characteristics affect SWP
challenges. The study finds that workforce dynamics vary

significantly among and within organizations. SWP must

be customized to specific conditions and needs.

The crux of SWP is a conversation and an inquiry
process, rather than a detailed chart crammed with tiny

numbers. To engage senior executives in workforce plan-

ning, the process must focus on understanding their strategic

business plan and its broad implications for the workforce. 

Organizations need both broad, directional insights
and granular details about their workforce. While

senior executives may want only a high-level perspective,

inconsistent numbers can be all it takes to destroy SWP’s

credibility. Therefore, establishing consistent, organiza-

tion-wide data is a prerequisite to winning executives’

confidence in the output of SWP.

Regardless of differences in current practices, many
organizations cite similar challenges in implementation:

• Making the process and tools simple and

efficient to use 

• Developing HR staff’s capabilities and 

comfort level with SWP

• Developing definitive and consistent 

data used company-wide

• Establishing a common language to describe

skills, experience and jobs so that talent can 

be leveraged throughout the organization

• Integrating SWP with business and 

budget planning

• Driving strategic workforce plans and 

planning deeper into the organization
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Summary

• Analyzes supply/demand gap and creates 
plan to address future staffing needs

• Mines current and historical employee data 
to identify key relationships among variables

• Analyzes relationships between workforce 
and business data (human capital metrics)

• Uses internal and external data to create forecasts 
incorporating multiple what-if scenarios, which 
enable executives to evaluate strategic options

• Engages business leaders in a high-level 
discussion of business strategy and its 
broad workforce implications

• Later, working with managers closer
to the ground, “operational” workforce 
planning focuses on more precise numbers

• Segments jobs based on their mission-criticality

• Makes different levels of workforce investment 
in each segment

• Focuses on broad trends over 3- to 4-year period 
rather than precise headcount and near-term plans

Case Example(s)

Providence 
Health System

Dow 
Chemical

“Major Bank”

HP

IBM

Major Bank

Corning

Table 2

Approaches to workforce planning

Practice

Traditional

Workforce 
Analytics

Forecasting and 
Scenario Modeling

Strategic 
Workforce 
Planning

Human Capital
Planning
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All roads in workforce planning may ultimately 
lead to segmentation. Regardless of which approach

an organization takes to workforce planning, the same

principal applies: Bigger is definitely not better.

Companies need to differentiate between jobs that are

mission-critical and those that are not. They may need 

to identify employees who are at risk for attrition or 

who would be most difficult to replace. The real power 

of strategic workforce planning comes from its ability 

to home in on critical segments, rather than managing 

its human capital as if it were a faceless multitude.

Optimizing internal talent is the “Holy Grail.” While

no organization claims to have achieved it yet, many

believe that the ultimate payoff from strategic workforce

planning will be a vibrant, internal job market that tran-

scends the boundaries between business units and geogra-

phies. The company will be able to mine employee data

to locate talent anywhere in the organization, woo passive

job candidates and find the “best and highest use” for

each employee. This same capability could also empower

individuals to search for potential job opportunities,

assess their developmental needs and find resources 

to help them advance.

Recommendations
Organizations that want to implement SWP or enhance

their current practices should consider the following 

recommendations, based on research findings: 

1. Build on previous successes, such as succession 

planning, or pilot SWP in select business units. 

2. Seek partners: In many organizations, HR collaborates

with Finance, IT, Strategic Planning, Risk

Management and/or Budgeting to develop and 

conduct SWP. The corporate function responsible for

productivity improvement may also be a useful ally.

3. Establish definitive and consistent data that will 

be used company-wide. 

4. Create a common language to describe competencies,

jobs and other workforce data. 

5. Ensure that data on skills and competencies are

updated regularly. 

6. Adapt workforce planning to different business needs

and workforce dynamics within the organization.

7. Make the SWP process and tools simple and user-

friendly, and adjust the level of granularity in work-

force reports to the audience. 

8. Develop HR staff’s capabilities and confidence 

to be effective partners in the SWP process.

9. Use segmentation to focus on the most critical, 

high-impact jobs and talent. 

10. Seek the means and opportunities to use SWP

to leverage internal talent. 

11. Integrate SWP with the business planning process. 

12. Make business units accountable for delivering 

against their workforce plans. 

Future Research
The study’s findings suggest several directions for future

research:

• Integrating strategic workforce planning 

with strategic business planning.

• Driving strategic workforce planning deeper 

into the organization.

• Using strategic workforce planning to leverage

the internal talent pool.

• Investigating the impacts of organizational,

business, and job characteristics.
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Table 3

Case studies overview

Company

Corning

Dow Chemical

Duke Energy

EDS

HP

IBM

“Major Bank”

Providence 
Health System

U.S. Air Force 
Research Laboratory

Highlights

• Human Capital Planning looks two to five years ahead to identify people needs 
to execute business strategy

• Inquiry-driven process

• Assigns roles to segments — strategic, core, requisite or non-core — and 
manages and invests in each segment differently, based on its strategic value

• 10-year evolution of workforce planning process and tools

• Integration of SWP with business and budget process, metrics and productivity goals 

• Establishing consistent, credible numbers company-wide

• Global operations require that workforce planning models incorporate regional factors 

• Succession planning process encompasses mission-critical positions as well as leadership roles

• How workforce and succession planning are differentiated: focus and division of responsibilities 

• Need for both directional and granular workforce planning

• Project-based work creates constant churn in workforce

• Need to forecast movement and availability to leverage talent across the organization 

• Little lead time to predict or staff new projects 

• Creation of skills inventory to track each employee’s current and past assignments, skills 

• High-level discussion and two-way educational process between business leaders 
and HR, emphasizing the qualitative over the quantitative

• Uses simple tools to capture high-level overview of business strategy and its workforce implications

• Final step is operational workforce planning 

• Workforce optimization integrates workforce planning and business-planning 
and creates accountability for delivering results

• HR and Finance help senior business leaders plan realistically to execute their
business strategy and manage top three drivers of labor costs 

• Workforce planning used as an executive decision-support tool to evaluate strategic business options,
such as the location of a new facility

• Workforce planning models reflect the unique characteristics of each business and its workforce

• Workforce planning and analytics used to assess potential competitive threat 
and identify needed actions

• Roles and responsibilities for workforce planning: corporate vs. business unit responsibilities

• Business process redesign analyzes core processes and leads to a redefinition of its talent needs

• When an organization’s work hinges on new scientific discoveries, it’s difficult 
to forecast the skills and knowledge needed in the mid- to long-term future.
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Based on a review of current literature and practices,

strategic workforce planning is the analytic, forecasting

and planning process that connects and directs talent

management activities to ensure an organization has 

the right people in the right places at the right time and 

at the right price to execute its business strategy.

The need to clearly define strategic workforce planning
stems from the fact that the phrase has different meaning

in various organizations, as our case studies illustrate. 

HP differentiates between strategic and operational 

workforce planning. In contrast to the shorter range 

and more precise forecasts it regards as workforce plan-

ning, Corning uses the term human capital planning to
describe its process for identifying strategic workforce

needs three to five years into the future. Duke Energy’s

succession planning process encompasses more than just

the leadership pipeline; it includes mission-critical jobs

that are more likely to fall under workforce planning in

other organizations. 

Despite such differences in terminology, our research

finds all approaches, regardless of their name, incorporate

the basic elements of traditional workforce planning: 

• Project future workforce demand 

• Assess future supply

• Define the gap

• Develop a plan to close the gap 

These elements are well known and, in some organiza-

tions, have been recognized and practiced — off and on,

if not continuously — for a decade or longer. Neverthe-

less, this basic approach may not be well integrated 

into the organization’s business and financial planning

processes. Our research identifies several characteristics

that take traditional workforce planning and make 

it strategic:

• Alignment with the organization’s strategic plan

• Targeted to those areas of the workforce that

have the greatest strategic impact — for

example, mission-critical positions, pivotal roles,

and jobs that are hard to fill or skills that take a

long time to develop

• A decision tool that enables senior management

to weigh alternatives, guide business decisions

and advance strategic planning

What’s the Impetus for 
Strategic Workforce Planning? 
Organizations cite a variety of drivers that spur them to

initiate or improve workforce planning.

Aging workforce and approaching retirement wave
In industries whose workforce is older than average

and/or whose employees are relatively young when they

retire, talent managers, executives and even boards of

directors need to assess the impact of retirements: Who

will retire? When? How will that affect organizational

performance? And what should we do to prepare? High-

level concern about these issues can make strategic work-

force planning a top priority. 

Planning?
What Is Strategic Workforce



Current and projected labor shortages Organizations

that already struggle with an inadequate labor pool for

specific jobs, such as nurses or petrochemical engineers,

rely on workforce planning to address short-term chal-

lenges. Other organizations look further ahead, combin-

ing SWP with other talent management tactics, including

workforce development and partnerships with schools

and colleges. 

Globalization Many companies interviewed for this

study are now global. As more of their business shifts 

to emerging markets in Asia, Latin America and Europe,

employers must weigh the costs and benefits of shifting

their workforce to these locations as well. (See IBM and

Dow Chemical case studies.)

Growing use of contingent, flexible workforce As 

the employment contract started to change in the 1990s,

employers began using a more diverse portfolio of

employees: full-time, part-time, contractors, and temps.

Some organizations have even formed partnerships so

they can borrow a partner’s employees, when needed, to

staff projects. Many companies need a flexible workforce

that can swell and shrink on demand. And many employ-

ees want flexible work for a variety of reasons, including

caring for dependents or phasing into retirement. As the

mix of employment arrangements becomes more diverse,

workforce planning becomes an important tool for man-

aging these relationships and for evaluating the costs and

benefits of different staffing scenarios. 

Need to leverage human capital to enhance return
Many organizations combine workforce planning with

metrics to understand how important variables affect

labor costs and, by extension, productivity. (See 

“Major Bank,” Dow Chemical and IBM case studies.)

Mergers and acquisitions As the result of a merger 

or acquisition, companies may use workforce planning 

to get their arms around their new workforce, assess gaps

and redundancies and expand their talent management

strategy. One human capital expert reports that workforce

planning can also serve as a tool for valuating a potential

acquisition target, providing some measure of the target

company’s human resources, and, perhaps more impor-

tant, its ability to manage those resources effectively.1

Evolution of technology and tools The evolution of

workforce planning is a classic case of “If you build it,

they will come.” As the technology has become more

sophisticated, and as organizations succeed in integrating

their IT systems and databases, they reach a higher plane

of possibility: workforce analytics, metrics, segmentation. 

The possibilities for technology-enabled human capital

management (essentially another name for what we call

strategic workforce planning) have been heralded this

way: 

Much as customer-relationship and risk-

management applications enable sales managers

and senior financial executives, respectively, to

control customer relationships and risk profiles

from the desktop, the next generation of human-

capital management software will let senior

managers use human capital to drive constant

gains in productivity.2

An Evolving Methodology
Figure 1 presents a model of the evolution of workforce

planning methodology, incorporating methods and tools

from other disciplines. 

Basic Gap Analysis
Whether it’s a simple back-of-an-envelope calculation or

a more elaborate spreadsheet analysis, basic workforce

planning entails the gap analysis of supply and demand.

Whether conducted for the organization as a whole, indi-

vidual businesses, or smaller units, the focus is typically

on headcount. The end product is a short-term staffing

plan to ensure an adequate supply of talent.
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1 Allan Schweyer, Talent Management Systems: Best Practices in Technology
Solutions for Recruitment, Retention and Workforce Planning (Hoboken:
John Wiley & Sons, 2004).

2 Vivek Agrawal, James M. Manyika, and John E. Richards, “Matching people
and jobs,” McKinsey Quarterly, Special Edition: Organization, 2003, No. 2,
p. 6. 
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Workforce Analytics
The growing interest in metrics and managing human

capital costs has driven many organizations to move

beyond basic workforce planning into heavier quantita-

tive analysis. Called workforce analytics by some, human
capital metrics by others, this next generation of work-

force planning goes beyond headcount to examine the

relationships among key variables, such as:

• Employee demographics

• Costs 

• Job categories 

• Outcomes, such as turnover, performance,

customer satisfaction and revenue 

For example, an entertainment company compares how

vacancy rates in different positions affect revenues and

then sets its hiring priorities accordingly. A hospital eval-

uates the costs and benefits of retaining low-wage work-

ers versus accepting a high turnover rate. A manufacturer

weighs the long-term consequences of paying overtime

versus increasing headcount versus hiring contract labor. 

Workforce analytics can also identify patterns or trends 

in historical workforce data, such as how soon employees

retire after they become eligible or peak periods for turn-

over, to help understand the dynamics of the workforce.

While there are numerous off-the-shelf applications avail-

able, many organizations have developed their own tools

for workforce analytics — often through a partnership

between HR and Finance. Statistical analysis may fall

outside the comfort zone of some HR professionals.

However, people with a finance, actuarial, or statistical

background may be drawn to the burgeoning field of

workforce planning.

Scenario-Modeling and Forecasting
The ability to analyze current and past workforce data 

to capture historical patterns, test relationships, and meas-

ure results leads quite naturally to the next generation 

of workforce planning methodology: forecasting and sce-

nario-modeling. These methods use historical workforce

data to make projections that are more accurate and fine-

grained than those generated through basic workforce

planning. The qualitative difference can be significant.

It’s the difference between an organization looking at the

age and retirement-eligibility of its workforce and con-

cluding, “We’ve got a big problem” and a more nuanced

analysis that says, “So long as the economy remains sta-

ble, sales continue to grow at an average annual rate and

we continue current hiring levels, there are three job cate-

gories in two locations we need to be concerned about

over the next three years.”

Through its use of modeling and

forecasts, this third generation of

workforce planning methodology

borrows some of the methods of

business planning and risk manage-

ment. Once its credibility has been

demonstrated, it can provide a criti-

cal support to executive decision-

making (see “Major Bank” case

study, p. 28).

Basic Gap 
Analysis

Workforce
Analytics

Modeling and 
Forecasting

Segmentation

Figure 1

Evolution of workforce planning methodology



Workforce Segmentation
The fundamental assumption that underlies workforce

segmentation is not new: Big workforce plans tend to 

be too cumbersome to be useful. In addition, they’re

less accurate than analyses that zero in on a narrower

slice of the workforce, whether it’s a smaller organiza-

tional unit, a specific location, or a critical job. That’s 

as true for basic workforce planning as it is for more

sophisticated methods. Some of the best-known refer-

ences in the field argue that workforce planning must 

be selective in its focus.3

What is new, however, is an emerging “science” of work-

force segmentation, which does more than simply divide

the whole into smaller pieces. It homes in on specific

roles or job families based on their strategic importance.

Our case study of Corning illustrates such an approach

and its effects (see p. 36). The company categorizes jobs

into one of four talent segments based on their ability to

affect business strategy or be affected by it. Each of these

segments is managed differently. Corning makes deci-

sions about which jobs or roles to invest in (for example,

by increasing pay, hiring more people or adding new

training) and which to divest or eliminate based on their

strategic priority. 

The ability to focus on critical groups, understand their

unique dynamics, needs and motivations, and then cus-

tomize a talent strategy resembles several other technol-

ogy-enabled methods that have become popular over 

the past decade or so — namely, mass customization

(manufacturing) and customer relationship management

(marketing and sales). Like these, workforce segmenta-

tion requires excellent data-mining capabilities to under-

stand the dynamics of an important segment. All three

approaches entail modeling various possibilities, imple-

menting the best options, and monitoring the results.

Workforce segmentation resembles marketing in other

ways, as well. It may incorporate common marketing

research methods, such as focus groups, exit interviews,

or telephone surveys, to develop an intimate understand-

ing of the target audience. For example, an employer 

who depends on the local labor market to provide a

steady stream of hourly workers might call households

with certain demographic characteristics. An interviewer

would ask them to rate the relative importance of various

factors, such as travel time, employee discounts, a sign-

ing bonus, health benefits and flexible scheduling, when

considering whether to change jobs.

The four generations of workforce planning methodology

described in this section should not be understood as a

quality continuum ranging from worst to best — or even

“pretty good” to best. Rather, they reflect the evolution of

technology and tools. More sophisticated methods enable

organizations to manage greater complexity and identify

more subtle dynamics. Yet effective workforce planning

should not be confused with having the latest gizmo or

the most arcane statistical tools. The quality of workforce

data is far more important than the horsepower of the

tools. And the functionality needed to produce accurate

forecasts and plans depends greatly on the nature of the

business, the size of the organization, the kinds of jobs

and skills, and so on.
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3 See, for example, Thomas P. Bechet, Strategic Staffing: A Practical Toolkit
for Workforce Planning (New York: AMACOM, 2002) and John Sullivan,
“Before You Try It, Understand Why Workforce Planning Fails,” Electronic
Recruiting Exchange, Part I & II, August 12 and 19, 2002.
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The pages that follow offer a panoramic view of the variety

of workforce planning practices in use today:

• Traditional Workforce Planning

• Workforce Analytics

• Scenario Modeling and Forecasting

• Strategic Workforce Planning

• Human Capital Planning

The framework in Table 4 helps provide conceptual clarity

about each approach’s distinctive features. In practice, how-

ever, our research finds that many organizations use more

than one approach.

The Landscape
of Workforce Planning Practices
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Traditional Workforce Planning

Traditional workforce planning is like the Dodge Dart of the 1960s and 

’70s — a basic, get-you-there model without any bells and whistles. It’s

where most organizations start out with workforce planning. Essentially,

it involves four steps: 

1. Collecting data about the environment, the organization’s 

strategy and other aspects of the future that will determine

workforce needs.

2. Analyzing data about the current workforce (such as headcount,

turnover, skills, age, and retirement eligibility) to project, as best

as one can, the future workforce, say, two years from now.

These analyses can be very sophisticated and accurate or

very crude. The quality of the data is one deciding factor.

3. An analysis of the gap between projected supply and demand.

This is often an oversupply in some areas and a deficit in others.

4. A plan for closing the gap, for example, by hiring, training,

leadership development, rotational assignments, coaching,

knowledge management, and the like.

Like the workhorse Dodge Dart, traditional workforce planning can be 

very reliable and functional. In some organizations, it’s perfectly adequate.

Other organizations may begin with this basic approach and, as they gain

more experience and feel more confident about their workforce data,

incorporate elements from other approaches, as is the case at Providence

Health System.

The following case study describes the step-by-step implementation of

Traditional Workforce Planning, somewhat embellished with elements of

Workforce Analytics, Segmentation, and Scenario-Modeling. What makes

this case study a particularly clear example is that it focuses on one orga-

nizational “event” (the launch of a talent-war competitor), one segment

of the organization (three hospitals in the same region), and defined 

segments of the workforce.
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Sizing Up a Competitive Threat 
There are many reasons why organizations decide to do

workforce planning — from fear of the retirement wave

to the need to cut labor costs. In 2004, Providence’s rea-

son was clear and urgent: In 18 months, a competitor

would open a new hospital near Portland, where

Providence operates three hospitals. In an industry where

the labor supply for many critical-care occupations is

notoriously short, Providence was concerned that its

employees would be wooed away. In addition, the organi-

zation was committed to a 20 percent growth strategy

over the next five years. To achieve that goal, its

Portland-area hospitals needed continued success 

in attracting and retaining talented staff.

Faced with this potential threat, June Chrisman, chief

human resources officer, launched a workforce planning

effort in spring 2004. Diana Kimbrough, regional 

director of recruitment and retention, led the project. For

Kimbrough, as for many experienced HR professionals,

workforce planning was terra incognita.

Getting Started
Kimbrough’s first step was to convene a core team that

would lead the workforce planning process in the three

Portland hospitals. Sponsored by Chrisman, the team

included the regional director of compensation, benefits

and human resources information services (HRIS); the

retention manager; and the senior HR person for each

hospital. Its charge was to research and develop a work-

force planning process and to oversee its implementation

– all under a fairly tight time line.

Based on its research, the team selected Tom Bechet as

its consultant, who then met with a group of 12 to 15

stakeholders, including the core team and other leaders

from Providence.4 Rather than presenting workforce

planning as an end in and of itself, he emphasized how 

it affected the day-to-day work of managers.

The group’s first task was to generate a list of challenges

facing the organization, which included:

• Planned growth 

• A competitor’s plan to open another facility

• Increased competition for critical skill positions

• Anticipated retirements 

• Overall need for strategic staffing 

case study: Traditional Workforce Planning
Providence Health System (Oregon Region)

Managing Critical Talent Shortages with Workforce Planning

4 See Bechet, Strategic Staffing.

Providence Health System oversees a compre-
hensive array of services in Oregon, Washington,
California, Montana and Alaska that includes 
27 acute care hospitals, primary care clinics,
long-term care facilities, senior and community
services, health plans, a private Catholic high
school, and a university. Providence is 
sponsored by the Sisters of Providence and,
in Southern California, co-sponsored by 
the Little Company of Mary. 

Regional HQ Portland, Oregon 

Corporate HQ Seattle, Washington

Employees (regional)  14,400

Employees (company-wide)  46,040
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Of these, the group identified the new competitor hospital

as the most urgent issue. Thus, Providence’s first foray into

workforce planning would focus on mission-critical posi-

tions (such as nurses and pharmacists), within a specific

segment of Providence (acute-care hospitals), and in a spe-

cific geographic area (Portland). Once Providence gained

more experience in workforce planning, the program could

be expanded to other parts of its Oregon Region.

Obtaining Consistent and Credible Data
The next step was to obtain workforce data from each

hospital. As is often the case, this wasn’t easy. Rather

than simply putting out a request and getting back what

they’d asked for, the workforce planning team needed 

to meet individually with the heads of the targeted depart-

ments (including nursing, physical therapy, pharmacy and

diagnostic imaging) to explain exactly what they were

looking for, and why. 

Kimbrough, Bechet, and Providence’s retention manager

walked through the workforce planning process and

sifted through the data available on the region-wide

human resources database. Invariably, there were 

discrepancies with departments’ records. For example,

the nursing department used a different employee track-

ing system. As a result, some employees who no longer

worked for the hospital were still being counted as staff

on the PHS system. Meeting with each department 

head helped eliminate discrepancies in workforce data.

Kimbrough and her team also learned from frontline

managers which jobs were most likely to be affected 

by the new competitor hospital.

Data analysis
In the initial review, Bechet analyzed the revised work-

force data to assess the new hospital’s potential impact on

critical positions at PHS hospitals. The analysis included

past turnover rates and retirement projections for each

targeted job and demographic data about incumbents,

including their proximity to their current Providence 

hospital versus the new competitor.

The analysis found specific areas of concern and pro-

vided an overall, big-picture conclusion. On a micro

level, it identified the most vulnerable positions. Sitting

with each department head, the retention manager

reviewed the employee roster for the manager’s view on

which individuals were most likely to seek employment

at the new hospital or be recruited. The retention manager

encouraged department heads to “re-recruit” at-risk indi-

viduals by assuring them that they were highly valued,

discussing what it would take to keep them, and request-

ing to be notified if they were approached by a recruiter.

In addition to department-level efforts, workforce 

planning also produced a macro-level forecast that

Providence’s workforce in Portland would not be seri-

ously affected by the new hospital. Time has proven this

analysis is correct. Retention rates have remained stable:

88.8 percent in 2004 and 87.9 percent in 2005 for the

entire Oregon Region. 

When asked which factors have made the difference in

retention, Kimbrough says it’s the overall satisfaction

most employees feel about their employment with

Providence. According to a recent survey, 79 percent 

of Oregon Region employees would recommend

Providence as a great place to work. 
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Workforce Planning Results 
and Expansion
Providence’s first pass at workforce planning did more

than offer reassurance. It revealed when the regional hos-

pitals would need to recruit and hire new employees to

prepare for projected attrition. In short, says Kimbrough,

“having this information gives you a deeper understand-

ing of what’s going on in your workforce. It enables you

to be more proactive.”

Workforce planning also uncovered significant differ-

ences in the way departments document data, even basic

statistics like patient volume. It also found differences in

the underlying assumptions that drive staffing decisions.

Managers were able to gain long-term insight regarding

staffing needs and the necessary resource allocations to

meet them. Overall, Kimbrough says, managers usually

are caught up in the day to day: “It was eye-opening for

them to have someone ask questions about their work-

force management practices.” 

With the immediate crisis over, Providence laid the

groundwork to introduce workforce planning elsewhere

within the Oregon Region. “People were very impressed

with the work we did,” says Kimbrough. “Because we

were successful leading that project, workforce planning

has more credibility.”

In October 2005, Providence hired Mara Kershaw, 

an experienced workforce planning professional, as a

regional manager in workforce planning and retention to

continue the work full-time. Providence is now defining

the role of the regional (state-wide) HR office in support-

ing workforce planning at the facility level. Working 

with HR directors and the strategic planning department,

regional staff can help identify strategic priorities and

offer a region-wide process and tools. “In today’s com-

petitive marketplace, it’s critical to focus on strategic

staffing and make sure we have the right people at the

right time,” says Kershaw. 

But the regional HR staff won’t do workforce planning

for each hospital, nor will they combine local operational

workforce plans into a “mega plan” for the region.

Following the counsel of Bechet and others — and borne

out by experience — Providence’s approach to workforce

planning will continue to have a selective focus, homing

in on “critical issues that will affect the organization’s

ability to meet its strategic goals,” says Kimbrough.

To continue providing services and growing as an organi-

zation, Providence faces a number of challenges, includ-

ing a shrinking labor supply in critical positions, the aging

workforce, and growing competition for talent. Workforce

planning is critical to meeting those challenges, says

Kimbrough. “We have to step back and look at things 

differently, so we can create a road map to get there.”
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Workforce Analytics

Workforce analytics goes beyond Traditional Workforce Planning by

adding extra analytical muscle. Imagine that the typical corporate 

HR function receives an astonishing gift: One or more quantitative

analysts appear on Monday morning, brimming with skills, tools and

enthusiasm. Day after day, they dive into the company’s workforce

data, shining their lights into dark corners never before explored 

and swimming back to the surface carrying fistfuls of pearls. 

That’s what workforce analytics can do. The “pearls” come in the

form of new insights and business intelligence. They are produced 

by analyzing current and historical workforce data. New insights 

often spark curiosity and pique the appetite for further analyses.

Once leaders discover one set of relationships, they want to explore

others, to drill deeper and look at business units or compare results

across different locations or for different managers. 

Dow Chemical is not a “pure” example of workforce analytics. The

company’s new simulation tool also enables HR business partners 

to model a variety of scenarios and make forecasts. Nonetheless,

Dow’s experience demonstrates the power of workforce analytics to

move beyond headcount by cutting the data in a variety of ways and

investigating relationships among key variables.
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Dow Chemical initially created a workforce planning

process a decade ago to forecast global hiring needs.

Since then, its process and tools have evolved signifi-

cantly to meet the demands of a global business that is

growing fastest in emerging markets. Dow’s experience

shows how forecasting improves when it’s linked with

strategic business planning and budgeting. 

Build a Better Simulator to 
Forecast Workforce Demand
Over the past decade, workforce planning at Dow

Chemical has evolved from a time-consuming process

that, in business leaders’ eyes, took too much effort and

often had little impact on business results. Today, it is a

more robust method that is integrated with business plan-

ning and, soon, with budgeting. 

Dow had a compelling reason to focus on its workforce

in the mid 1990s, says Ava Johnsey, manager of Global

Workforce Planning. The company wanted to more accu-

rately forecast fluctuations in future demand that result

from the chemical industry’s recurrent seven-year cycle

of peaks and troughs.

In 1995, Dow instituted an annual planning process for

staffing across its businesses worldwide. These early

plans were based on each facility’s short-term strategy

and attrition history. But because the plans were devel-

oped from the bottom up, they had significant limitations.

They didn’t take into account changes in business strat-

egy, nor were they linked with the company’s annual

budgeting process. Additionally, the effort needed to pro-

duce these plans often outweighed whatever value they

delivered. 

At the corporate level, the plans proved even less useful.

Different locations, functions and businesses used differ-

ent parameters, explains Kevin Small, workforce plan-

ning leader for North America and Latin America. By the

time local workforce plans were rolled up to the middle

to senior management level, “the wheels fell off.” 

In 2001, Dow developed its own simulation tool. This

time, corporate HR led the effort. Mining three years of

workforce data from the company’s PeopleSoft database,

the new tool could forecast promotion rates, internal

movement, and overall workforce supply three years

ahead. Yet this improvement also had its limitations:

Since changes in business strategy weren’t incorporated

into the model, demand projections were accurate only if

the status quo continued. Workforce planning wasn’t

linked to the budgeting process and it was still too labori-

ous, recalls Small. “It took eight to 12 hours of data-

crunching to produce a picture that business leaders

probably could have created on the back of a napkin.”

case study: Workforce Analytics
Dow Chemical

“All Models Are Wrong. Some Are Useful.”

Dow provides innovative chemical, plastic and 

agricultural products and services to customers in

175 countries and markets in food, transportation,

health and medicine, personal and home care, and

building and construction.

Corporate HQ Midland, MI

Sales (2005)  $46 billion

Employees 42,000
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HR Strategic Staffing Simulator
Faced with these limitations, Dow went looking for a

more sophisticated workforce planning tool, but none met

its needs. That’s when the company decided to partner

with Central Michigan University Research Corporation,

a consulting organization that develops predictive busi-

ness intelligence for corporate clients. Working with a

team of academic researchers, Dow developed its HR

Strategic Staffing Simulator, which it tested in 2005 in

two global functions — Manufacturing and Engineering,

which makes up roughly half of the company’s work-

force, and Marketing and Sales. 

Like many companies, Dow found discrepancies in the

numbers used by different functions and business units.

“We had seven functions running their own forecasts,

using their own assumptions and their own numbers. It

was a major weakness,” explains Small. “In a manufac-

turing and engineering environment, you lose credibility

if there are inconsistencies in your numbers.” Once that

happens, there’s no way to bring all the data together. 

To overcome that problem, Dow decided to stop the flow

of data from multiple sources by creating a single set of

numbers using PeopleSoft. Doing so took 18 months and

the buy-in of a variety of stakeholders: the HR lead for

every business, geography and global function, plus rep-

resentatives from Human Resources Information Systems

(HRIS), Finance and Workforce Planning. “We needed

all of them to ensure we arrived at a single source of

truth,” recalls Small. The effort paid off. “Now our lead-

ership team believes the numbers.” 

Strategic Staffing generates a monthly headcount report,

broken down by business, geography, and function within

each business. Since the general ledger pulls information

from the same PeopleSoft database, Finance and HR now

operate using the same numbers.

Figure 2

HR Strategic Staffing Simulator

PeopleSoft Extract

Current Dow FTE 
by Unit:

Function & Geography
by 

Job Group and Age

Outputs
Hiring Plan
Projected HC
Target HC
(from Bus Plan)

Transfers in/out

Business Plan
RAB forecast or

Sales Volume forecast

HR Strategic
Staffing

Simulator
V1.0

Diversity Data
(for example)

Gender 
Minority 

Citizenship
Education

Job group ratios

Source: Dow Chemical
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The Base Model 
The figure below shows the base model used to create

unit-level staffing plans for each major business, geogra-

phy and global function within the company. 

Projecting future supply (Unit Headcount) The new

tool extracts data from PeopleSoft to produce a snapshot

of the unit’s current workforce, categorized into five age

groups and 10 job levels. It then fast-forwards that image

to some point in the future, typically three to five years.

Much as a computer simulation can age a person’s photo-

graph to depict how they will look when they are older,

Dow’s strategic staffing simulator models how today’s

workforce will change over the next five years as current

employees age, retire, gain more experience or training,

get promoted, move within the company, or leave — all

based on its analysis of historical patterns within the

unit’s workforce. 

Projecting demand (Target Headcount) Dow’s new

strategic staffing process is designed to forecast demand

as well as supply. It does so by factoring in a host of

qualitative variables that were never part of previous

models: 

• Industry trends 

• Political developments in any of 

the 37 countries where Dow operates 

• Changes in labor laws or retirement plans

• New business strategies 

The base model makes different staffing assumptions 

for different jobs. Many design and engineering jobs, 

for example, focus on building and starting new plants —

temporary tasks well suited to contingent workers. Other

positions, such as running plants or maintaining opera-

tions, need to be filled by full-time employees. Labor

costs also vary widely by location. 

Figure 3

Base Model

Dow experienced people
(transfers in & out)

Promotions Aging

Target 
head-
count

Business Plan
for Unit per year

Productivity 
improvement

• New hires

• Experienced hires
(from competition)

• Retirement

• Voluntary separation

• Involuntary separation

Demographic
data

Unit Headcount - 
load with most recent
data: age, job level

Source: Dow Chemical
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The model shows how target headcount is determined 

for each unit for the next five years, based on two factors:

(1) the unit’s business plan and (2) its productivity target.

The business plan for Marketing and Sales is the pro-

jected monthly sales volume for the next five years.

Manufacturing and Engineering’s business plan is the

cost of maintaining its plants and other physical assets —

a metric called Replacement Asset Balance (RAB) —

which is projected to increase or decrease by a specified

amount over the plan period. 

Productivity is measured differently for each unit. For

Sales and Marketing, it’s the ratio between the number of

employees and sales volume; for Manufacturing and

Engineering, it is the ratio of employees to RAB. The

model indicates the number of new hires needed to meet

productivity expectations. Overall, Dow expects produc-

tivity to increase every year company-wide, but unit

goals vary depending on the circumstances. With a

startup, an influx of inexperienced workers and new tech-

nology or training may cause a temporary dip in produc-

tivity. To determine exactly how big the dip will be and

how long it will last, the model mines historical data to

make a projection. 

The figure below illustrates how a unit’s target headcount

for a five-year period changes as a function of the busi-

ness plan (measured by sales volume in this example)

and different levels of productivity. Sales volume is

shown to increase by four percent each year. Total head-

count varies depending on the unit’s productivity

improvement goal for that year. The higher the productiv-

ity goal, the lower the headcount target. For example, if

this business unit expects to maintain an annual produc-

tivity gain of eight percent and also increase sales by four

percent annually, then its target headcount will need to

decrease from 4,000 in 2005 to 3,440 in 2009.

Simulations
Keeping target headcount in mind, Dow’s strategic

staffing tool simulates a variety of staffing options that

unit managers may consider, such as hiring to meet the

headcount target, implementing a hiring freeze, or shut-

ting down a facility. For each option, the user can raise or

lower historical rates of attrition, promotion and hiring to

view their impact on target headcount. In future genera-

tions, the software will generate costs for each staffing

scenario, including recruitment, training, retirement,

wages and benefits.

Figure 4

Target Headcounts (example)

Source: Dow Chemical
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Figure 5

Workforce gap under current hiring patterns
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Figure 6

Workforce gap with no new hiring
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Figures 5 and 6 are Screen Shots™ from the simulator

using two different hiring assumptions: 

• Figure 5 projects the gap between target and projected

headcount if the unit continues its current hiring

patterns (“Auto Hire”). 

• Figure 6 shows what the gap will be if the unit does no

new hiring. 

By clicking on the buttons on the left and bottom of the

window (Attrition Parameters, Hiring Parameter, Unit

Metric Parameters, etc.), the user may manipulate these

variables to view their impact on both Target Headcount

and Projected Headcount. 

Asking the Right Questions
Currently, only the workforce planning staff can access

the simulation tool. This hasn’t been a limitation, how-

ever. It’s the conversation about workforce and business

strategy, not the simulation tool itself, that’s important.

To guide that conversation, Dow created a list of 40 ques-

tions to help assess a business unit’s culture and current

practices (see Table 5).

Not only do these questions help the units develop better

staffing plans, they also help HR professionals “look at

the bigger picture and think broader than one-for-one

replacements,” says Small, who offers the following

advice to his staff: 

• Be selective instead of asking a business 

leader all 40 questions. 

• Conduct the discussion in person, not by

telephone or e-mail. “It needs to be one-

on-one or in a small group meeting.” 

Because the Target Headcount forecast is only as valid as

the data it is based upon, the strategic staffing conversa-

tion should be ongoing. Dow’s process includes checking

back six months later to see whether assumptions about

hiring, labor costs and other key variables were accurate.

In addition, the company plans to ask business leaders to

evaluate how well the assumptions and strategic staffing

projections met business needs. 

There are also plans to measure the strategic staffing

process’s efficiency, although that is somewhat problem-

atic. HR feels it has limited impact on typical metrics,

such as time to hire, which hiring managers control. The

way to boost efficiency, Johnsey suggests, would be to

hold both HR and hiring managers accountable. 

Table 5

Assessing business unit culture and current practices: leading questions

Topic Sample question

Culture What are the major driving forces in our business/function?

Talent Management What is your sourcing strategy (contractors, offshoring, etc.)?

Performance Management Is the global compensation program adequate to support your business strategy?

Leader Development Are there corporate, business, or functional mandates that you need to consider?
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Challenges
As Dow prepares to implement strategic staffing com-

pany-wide in 2006, last year’s dry-run in two global func-

tions suggests that the process has both positive impacts

and limitations. On the plus side, says Johnsey, “Top lead-

ers are now able to articulate how their staffing strategy

supports their functional strategy with greater confidence

than ever before.” And that’s not only true for the three- 

to five-year plan, she says. “They can also talk in greater

detail about their annual plan.” In fact, leaders of other

global functions have begun asking when their units will

get to participate in the strategic staffing process. 

The pilot also revealed where the tool needs to improve:

“Our modeling capabilities have to talk about not only

the number of employees we need, but also their cost and

location,” says Johnsey, “so we can make good decisions

about where we’re going to be.” 

“There are such dynamic differences between the United

States, Europe, Asia and Latin America,” adds Small.

“We need to run our model at the area level, if not the

region level. We can look at the impacts of specific 

productivity increases across the company, but what 

does that mean to the manager who’s trying to grow in

Shanghai versus the manager in North America who’s

been told to improve productivity by 10 percent?”

Dow’s approach to workforce planning, Johnsey says, 

“is bottom-up and top-down at the same time.” Each

business, function or geography may have its own partic-

ular metrics or objectives, “but, at some point, they all

need to roll up to a corporate view.”

Dow is a matrix organization structured around global

businesses, global functions (such as Finance and HR),

and geographies. The senior management team wants to

see workforce data for each of these and also rolled up

into one corporate view. The challenge, explains Johnsey,

is to develop tools and a process that are sophisticated

enough to do that in spite of significant differences

among the units and geographies. Take retirement 

forecasting, for example. The average retirement age 

for Dow’s U.S. employees is lower than in Europe. That

skews global retirement projections because the company

has so many U.S. employees.

One interesting challenge that Dow foresaw when it first

began workforce planning in the mid 1990s has not mate-

rialized. Back then, it looked as though a large number 

of longer service workers would have retired by now. 

But the actual number has been much smaller. There 

are multiple reasons for this, says Johnsey. 

For example, the earliest workforce planning tools didn’t

take into account various qualitative factors that have

proven important: the higher eligibility age for social

security, rising retiree medical costs, and the tendency 

of baby boomers to marry and have children later, which

means that some retirement-age employees still have kids

at home or in college. This gap between projected and

actual retirements illustrates the importance of building a

forecasting tool that incorporates changes in the external

environment as well as inside the company. 

Still, Small emphasizes that precision is not the purpose

of forecasting; rather, it is more directional: “All models

are wrong,” he quips. “Some are useful.” Dow’s strategic

staffing model “gives you a macro-level idea of what

your needs will be, but it doesn’t tell you how many 

leaders versus how many frontline employees you’ll 

need or the educational level and skills.”

“The model does a great job,” concludes Johnsey. 

“It forces the questions. But it’s never going to be that 

prescriptive, and it’s never going to replace a good 

HR person.” 
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Scenario-Modeling and Forecasting

The Dow Chemical case study serves equally well as an illustration of the

third approach to workforce planning: Scenario-Modeling and Forecasting.

An organization’s ability to make reliable forecasts depends on having

good data — not just about its workforce, but also its environment. While

external conditions, such as the political climate, regional labor supply,

economic trends, and the likelihood of a natural disaster, may be outside

an organization’s control, they are important inputs to workforce planning.

Identifying and quantifying such factors enables organizations to make

more reliable forecasts. 

While Traditional Workforce Planning incorporates information about

the organization’s environment, it operates from a single set of assump-

tions about the future. Scenario-Modeling enables organizations to weigh

the potential impact of any combination of changes within the organization

and its environment: What if we phase out of our West Coast operations

and expand into the Midwest? Or into India? What if we launch a particular

new service in June 2006? What if we don’t replace widget-makers as 

they retire? What if we increase investment in training by this amount

per employee? 

The “Major Bank” case study demonstrates Scenario-Modeling in action,

used as a tool to support executive decision-making. Once business units

understand the dynamics of their workforce, the next step is modeling

alternative business scenarios.
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One Size Won’t Fit All 
Workforce planning can mean different things in different

organizations, depending on its time horizon. At the U.S.

bank interviewed for this case study (“Major Bank”), 

“it isn’t just forecasting, planning and moving people

through a process,” says the manager of workforce/

staffing planning. “It’s about being able to provide vital

information to managers so they can look into the future

and make decisions before events occur.” But before

Major Bank’s business units can reach that point, they

must first develop a workforce planning model that fits

their particular business and workforce. 

Major Bank’s global staffing function has instituted staff

planning company-wide. “Despite the fact the forecasting

model design is consistent,” the manager explains, “unit

models may focus on different output because decision-

making is different across our lines of business.” Even

within the same business, workforce models and metrics

may differ. For example, to maintain or increase customer

satisfaction, it’s essential that call centers are fully

staffed. That requires accuracy in planning and forecast-

ing to support continuous hiring. But the same model

may be used differently by the retail banking sales force,

where retaining talent is the key to growing revenues.

There, “pipelining” and keeping top performers is an

important goal.

Business units also vary in their receptivity to workforce

planning. Call centers, with constantly changing environ-

ments that necessitate accurate forecasting, welcome

planning tools. Whenever new products are introduced,

for example, Major Bank can predict when the up-tick in

external hiring will happen so that its staffing function

can be prepared. The goal is to deliver talent just in time

to the business unit, rather than too soon or too late.

Developing sound models and proving their reliability is

more difficult in business units or functions where head-

count and churn rates are lower, which may make busi-

ness leaders skeptical about workforce projections.

Sometimes HR business partners are also skeptical, espe-

cially if they don’t have experience with quantitative

methods. “It’s a big leap of faith” to move from making

decisions based on experience or gut instincts to using

computer-generated forecasts to aid in those decisions,

the manager says. 

Because of such disparities across its lines of business,

Major Bank has approached planning and forecasting 

as a phased process. Business units have been allowed 

to proceed at varying paces: 

Phase I: Understand the unit’s strategic 

business plan. 

Phase II: Evaluate talent management tactics 

the unit might employ to secure the right talent

to execute its strategic business plan. 

Phase III: Translate businesses’ needs into 

hiring and resource plans to ensure that the right

resources are in place. The modeling tool lets

businesses test different scenarios to see their

impacts before making any changes to their

existing plans.

case study: Scenario Modeling and Forecasting
Major Bank

* The organization requests anonymity.

Workforce Planning As an Executive Decision Tool

Major Bank*

One of the world’s largest financial institutions,
Major Bank provides individual consumers,
small and middle market businesses, and large
corporations with a full range of banking, invest-
ing, asset management and other financial and
risk management products and services. 

Locations More than 5,000 U.S. branches,
with offices in 35 countries 

Employees More than 150,000 

Sales (2004)  Over $50 billion
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Using Workforce Planning 
to Support Strategic Decisions
Once business leaders and HR staff trust the data and 

the model’s underlying logic, workforce planning can

move to the next phase — integrating financial informa-

tion with potential workforce scenarios to predict imme-

diate and long-term costs. Only then does workforce

planning achieve what Major Bank sees as its ultimate

purpose: helping managers make sound business deci-

sions, confidently and in real time. 

By automating tasks that used to take much longer, 

workforce planning can free up HR staff to focus on 

talent decisions. Rather than taking two weeks to analyze

the personnel impact of locating a new facility and the

additional time needed to ramp-up such an operation, 

“it can be done in a relatively short period of time,” 

says the manager of workforce/staffing planning.

Choosing the best place to locate a specific operation,

based on an analysis of financial, workforce and market

data, is the kind of strategic decision executives can now

make with greater rigor and confidence using workforce

planning. If Major Bank wants to build a new call center,

for example, the support team can synthesize a plethora

of information about each community where the facility

might be located: population demographics, education

level, local labor market trends, average commuting time,

and the like. Then it can deliver a detailed analysis of 

the opportunities, long-term costs, and benefits of each

potential location. The bank calls this kind of analysis

“geographic rationalization.”

Taken together, “good, solid workforce analysis, planning

models, and talent movement processes can help man-

agers make better decisions,” states the manager of work-

force/staffing planning. But that doesn’t eliminate the

need for careful hands-on selection of talent. “Data

should be just one element of the decision-making

process. A good model can ‘pull the clouds back’ a little,

but it’s not the be-all to end-all. It can provide directional

guidance, but it never takes the place of experience.”

Challenges
While workforce planning continues to evolve at Major

Bank, there is still more work to be done. 

Better information 
Workforce planning’s effectiveness depends, in large 

part, on the quality of data used. The problem isn’t the

availability of good data, it’s that the data are sometimes

interpreted and used differently. Finance, for example,

budgets in terms of full-time equivalents (FTEs), yet

staffing plans are built around headcount — the actual

number of people needed, including both full-time and

part-time employees. Ironing out such discrepancies is

critical. So, too, is improving the timeliness and flow 

of information, such as how quickly it can be pulled

together and delivered in a logical sequence to help 

managers make real-time decisions. 

Better integration of business,
workforce and financial planning 
“We’ve become pretty good in the operational area,” 

says the executive overseeing global staffing support.

“We know how to look at the ‘forest’ of business activi-

ties and translate them into people requirements, identify

gaps, and create and execute plans to close those gaps.

The next thing we need to do is tie this more tightly into

financial forecasting to predict the financial impacts of

our hiring activity.”

Better integration with finance will make workforce plans

more credible, the executive explains. “If I make a bet 

on putting some operation in a particular location — and

that’s a big bet — what’s my confidence level that the

labor supply I need will be there? The tools we’re design-

ing and delivering are built with that predictability in

mind, so five years from now, our forecasts prove true.”
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One of the knottiest challenges, the executive adds, is that

the outcome of business decisions ultimately depends not

only on making the right choices, but on executing them

well. Today’s forecasting models can’t account for that.

He cites the example of a competitor that chose to locate 

a major new banking facility in Des Moines, Iowa. Based

purely on a demographic analysis, the city doesn’t look

like a favorable location, yet the new operation succeeded.

“Great execution or a great employment brand can trump

analytical site-selection models,” the executive concludes.

Broadening talent management’s 
line of sight across the business
“We’ve done really well at providing the right amount of

talent to individual business units,” says the staffing exec-

utive. “Next, we need to work better across business units

to identify opportunities to redeploy people.” Doing so

would reduce the costs of severance and of on-boarding

new employees in other units. “We are making progress,

but we aren’t taking full advantage of this opportunity.”

Major Bank’s workforce planning manager views lever-

aging talent across the lines of business as a major chal-

lenge: “The war for talent is upon us now. We have to 

get smarter about how we identify high-potential external

talent pools and grow key talent internally to increase 

our bench strength. If we don’t look both internally and

externally, we can’t compete.” 

Ultimately, the workforce planning expert envisions work-

force planning as “an end-to-end methodology” that will

serve as the organization’s master plan for talent manage-

ment. Rather than simply forecasting talent needs, manag-

ing supply, and guiding decision-making, workforce

planning would map the “the whole employee lifecycle,

from hiring through retirement, one employee at a time.”
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Strategic Workforce Planning

What makes workforce planning strategic? In fact, any of the five

approaches outlined in the workforce planning practices framework

(Table 4, p. 14) can be aligned with the organization’s strategy. Ideally,

all of them should be. 

Within this larger framework, we have chosen to call one approach 

“strategic workforce planning” because that is the terminology used 

by HP, the company example. To minimize confusion, we have taken 

pains in the report to specify when we are referring to the broad topic 

of Strategic Workforce Planning — the focus of this research — and 

when referring to the specific model developed at HP.  

Despite this duplication in terms, HP’s approach can be clearly 

differentiated from the other four approaches in several ways:

• Strategic workforce planning at HP is as much a strategic 

business planning process as a workforce management process. 

• Participants are senior business leaders.

• SWP focuses on broad direction rather than precise numbers and

granular details, which come later, when the organization does

operational workforce planning. 

The HP case study illustrates what strategic workforce planning looks like

in action. (See also IBM and “Major Bank” case studies.)
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Long before HR Business Partners begin analyzing work-

force data and running the numbers, they sit down with

the heads of HP’s businesses to talk about business strat-

egy, the workforce implications, and options for ensuring

the company has the right people to execute the strategy.

It’s a qualitative conversation that uses simple tools and

everyday language to educate all parties: HR staff devel-

ops a deep understanding of the business, while execu-

tives discover exactly how changing business strategy

creates new workforce demands. For strategic workforce

planning to succeed at HP, HR may facilitate the process,

but the businesses must own it. 

Owning the Process
“For years, HR has been talking about becoming a strate-

gic business partner and trusted advisor to executives,”

says Gerard Brossard, HP’s vice president of workforce

planning and staffing. “Strategic workforce planning gives

HR the opportunity to truly have a seat at the table and to

make a huge contribution to the company’s success.”

For this to happen, the conversation needs to focus 

initially on business strategy. The workforce planning

person assigned to each of HP’s businesses must sit 

with their respective business leader and talk, in business

terms, about their strategy. Only afterward should the 

discussion turn to any workforce implications. 

If HR skims over business strategy and immediately

focuses on how many hires will be needed in which loca-

tion and when, then workforce planning appears to be

“just an exercise HR has created to make its own life eas-

ier,” says Brossard. “For strategic workforce planning to

work, the business needs to own it and execute on it. HR

can lead the process, but it has to be business-owned.” 

Strategic and Proactive
According to Brossard, the conversation too often goes

quite differently. The business says, “Here’s what I need

in headcount,” and HR replies, “You can’t have it.” Or,

equally bad, HR leans too far in the opposite direction: 

It tries to become a business partner by delivering what-

ever staffing the business thinks it needs. Neither

approach is effective.

In Brossard’s view, workforce planning must be strategic

and, as much as possible, proactive. The strategic part

comes from making workforce planning part of the busi-

ness planning process; to be proactive, the business needs

to understand its own history.

“Looking back can help,” notes Brossard. In fact, it was

by looking back that HP’s senior executives first became

convinced that strategic workforce planning could make a

significant difference in the company’s performance. To

drive home this point, Brossard analyzed workforce data

for each of HP’s businesses. He looked at movements

into, out of, and within the workforce. He compared what

each business had set out to do in a given period to what

had actually happened and then quantified the costs.

case study: Strategic Workforce Planning
HP

Engaging Top Executives

HP is a technology solutions provider to con-
sumers, businesses and institutions globally.
The company’s offerings span IT infrastructure,
global services, business and home computing,
and imaging and printing.

Corporate HQ Palo Alto, CA

Employees 150,000

Sales (FY 2005)  $86.7 billion
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The point in analyzing past plans “is not to show what

we’ve done wrong,” Brossard explains. “‘Wrong’ is very

relative to what you’re trying to achieve. It may have

been right then, but not for what we’re trying to achieve

now in a new environment.” This initial object lesson in

looking back achieved two purposes: It got executives’

attention, and it demonstrated that “not planning might

prevent them from being successful in the future.”

Today, some of HP’s businesses analyze past data to

make their workforce plans proactive. By understanding

workforce trends in prior years, they can make more

accurate forecasts and prepare, rather than react when

unexpected events occur. However, proactive planning

isn’t always possible. In a startup or high-growth busi-

ness, historical data may not be available or useful. In

that case, workforce planning may have to be reactive,

admits Brossard, although it must still be strategic.

Strategic Workforce Planning
Many companies interviewed for this report introduced

workforce planning with a few pilot projects that they

hoped would eventually win corporate-wide support. 

At HP, the annual strategic workforce planning process

begins at the top using a surprisingly simple set of tools.

Only at a later stage do the businesses define and execute

their operational workforce plan.

“Simple” is an important principle, explains Brossard,

who learned early on as a software developer the virtue

of making things as user-friendly as possible. “I wanted

people to react to the benefits of workforce planning,

rather than reject it because they didn’t like the process.”

To ensure that senior executives would participate, he

made sure the tools were written in plain English, not

HR-speak.

HP’s strategic workforce plan-

ning process takes place as a

two-way conversation between

a workforce planning lead and

each business. It is guided by a

series of one-page tools

designed to focus attention on

that business’ most critical

areas. While the tools them-

selves are proprietary to HP,

they entail six steps:

Scanning the environment
to identify external factors 

that affect the workforce.

Usually, collecting such infor-

mation is an ongoing activity,

but it’s important that such

data be factored into the 

workforce plan. 

Figure 7

Workforce planning steps

Environment Scanning

Business Strategies and Workforce Implications

Current Workforce Assessment

Future Workforce Needs

HR Strategies and Plans

Monitoring and Reporting

Strategic and 
Operational 
Workforce Plans

Exceeding 
Financial and 
Operational 
Goals

Source: Hewlett Packard
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Identifying business strategies for the planning period

and, at a very high level, their workforce implications.

It’s here that the HR business partner develops or deep-

ens his or her understanding of the business plans and, 

at the same time, helps the business leader think through

the people impacts. Key strategies are listed in one col-

umn. Workforce implications are listed in another. For

example, if one business strategy is to move from being

primarily a hardware producer to a software company,

one workforce implication is that employees will need

different skills. Today, just 10 percent of its workforce 

is software engineers. To execute the new strategy, that

would need to grow to 80 percent.

Assessing the state of the current workforce. 

HP’s tool organizes these data into four quadrants: 

1. Where today’s workforce is located

2. The most critical skills and jobs

3. The composition of the workforce (regular employees,

contractors and contingent workers) and key metrics,

including costs and productivity 

4. Any other workforce dimensions important to that 

particular business 

Rather than providing precise headcount, the quadrants

capture a broad overview in rough numbers or percentages. 

Forecasting future workforce needs two to three

years from now, using the same four quadrants. Again,

this high-level overview summarizes more detailed infor-

mation and analysis that are used in operational planning.

Defining HR strategies to close the gap between cur-

rent and future workforce needs. These, too, are concisely

stated. They form a third column next to business strate-

gies and workforce implications.

Monitoring and reporting on the workforce plans
to keep a constant watch on the ever-changing business

environment and any relevant workforce implications.

Execution is key to ensure that workforce plans do not

stay in a slide deck on a shelf somewhere, but actually

produce the anticipated business results.

“The value-add is having a dialogue with the executives

about workforce implications,” says Brossard. “It’s an

educational process.” After a few cycles, executives may

become much better at figuring out the workforce impli-

cations, but that doesn’t eliminate the need for a two-

way conversation with HR. Sitting down together, with

only a pencil and a few sheets of paper, the business

leader and HR staff member discuss the business strat-

egy, the workforce implications, and the options for car-

rying them out. In this way, they can reach a common

definition of the workforce that will be required to make

the business successful. 

Challenges
Strategic workforce planning is an ongoing conversation

at HP. The workforce planning lead meets monthly with

each business leader to review current numbers against

the plan. Again, the conversation focuses primarily on 

the business and only secondarily on workforce. Brossard

believes that emphasis is “absolutely critical to the suc-

cess of workforce planning.” And it requires that the HR

staff have enough business acumen to hold up their end

of the conversation. 

Now that strategic workforce planning has been embraced

by executives, the goal is to institutionalize it so “it’s not

just a one-time exercise used to make overall strategic

workforce decisions, but a way of doing business on an

ongoing basis,” says Brossard. HR is implementing new

tools to ensure mid-level managers understand workforce

plans and strategies when they make day-to-day decisions.

“While the company must protect some aspects of busi-

ness strategy,” he concludes, “managers make better deci-

sions if they have a high-level understanding of the

company’s strategic workforce plan.” 
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Human Capital Planning

The fifth approach to workforce planning we identified is Human

Capital Planning (HCP). The label may be confusing since the term 

is often used interchangeably with Strategic Workforce Planning.

Here, and in the framework presented in Table 4, it is used in a more

specific way to designate an approach practiced by Corning. 

Like Strategic Workforce Planning, HCP operates at a very high level,

maintaining a focus on big-picture business strategy. However, sev-

eral features set it apart: 

Focus on segmentation Roles at Corning are assigned to one of

four segments based on whether they will affect the business strategy

(strategic and core roles) or be affected by the strategy (requisite and

non-core roles). Segmentation helps each business decide which 

talent segments to invest in further and which to cut back on or

stop investing in altogether. 

Level of specificity Rather than analyzing the supply of talent needed

to fill specific jobs or tracking skills and competencies, HCP uses a

different unit of analysis: job families or functions. Numbers are

meant to be directional rather than spot-on. 

Planning period ranging from three to five years into the future.
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Corning’s approach to human capital planning differs

from typical workforce planning in critical ways: 

• It takes a very high-level view, looking at broad

direction rather than specific numbers.

• The company also takes the long view, 

focusing on the human resources needed 

to execute business strategies over the next 

three to five years. 

• Corning assigns jobs to one of four talent

segments based on their strategic impact. The

company then manages its human capital in the

way a fund manager would oversee a financial

portfolio. The four talent segments are like

different categories of investments (high-yield,

high-risk, steady, sleepers). 

Corning takes an inquiry-based approach to engaging

business leaders in developing a long-term human capital

plan. Although the company has developed extensive

tools to facilitate the process, they play a supporting role.

What matters most is the conversation they spark

between line executives and their HR business partners.

Human Capital Planning 
to Look Five Years Ahead
Corning was jolted into human capital planning when the

boom period of the late 1990s came to an abrupt halt in

2001. Like other companies, Corning needed to make

radical changes in both its business strategy and work-

force. Between 2001 and 2002, its workforce was cut

nearly in half — from more than 40,000 employees to

approximately 20,000. But shrinking headcount wasn’t

enough; the company needed to reshape its workforce

and link its overall human resources plan to its changing

business strategy. That’s when Corning began to focus on

a series of efforts that ultimately became its human capi-

tal planning process. 

As early as 2000, the company began working with 

consultants to identify the “pivotal roles” that made the

greatest difference in its value chain.5 With one tool, HR

heads could engage line executives in mapping their busi-

nesses’ strategic intent. Using other tools, they could: 

• Evaluate competitors’ strategic resources 

• Identify the factors constraining Corning’s

business processes 

• Analyze how these factors would affect 

the talent pool 

The tools provided questions to help HR business part-

ners get the right answers, explains Matthew Brush,

director of human capital planning. In effect, the tools

taught them to think about the link between business

strategy and human capital in a way they’d never been

expected to before.

case study: Human Capital Planning
Corning

Taking the Long View 

5 John Boudreau and Peter Ramstad, “Talentship, Talent Segmentation,
and Sustainability: A New HR Decision Science Paradigm for a New
Strategy Definition,” Human Resource Management, Summer 2005,
44 (2), pp.129-136.

Corning Incorporated is a diversified technology
company that concentrates its efforts on high-
impact growth opportunities. Corning combines
its expertise in specialty glass, ceramic materi-
als, polymers and the manipulation of the prop-
erties of light, with strong process and
manufacturing capabilities to develop, engineer
and commercialize significant innovative prod-
ucts for the telecommunications, flat panel dis-
play, environmental, semiconductor, and life
sciences industries.

Corporate HQ Corning, NY

Employees 26,000

Sales (2005)  $4,579,000,000
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Second-generation process
In 2004, the company elaborated and refined the process

to achieve two goals:

1. Improve corporate and division capabilities to:

• Identify human capital implications of 

corporate and division business strategies

• Define the number and type of 

talent needed to execute strategy

• Determine talent gaps in terms 

of size and importance

2. Inform corporate and HR strategy regarding:

• HR value proposition

• Most/least critical HR services and 

capabilities required to enable corporate 

and division strategy

• Most appropriate service-delivery model

• Required HR staffing (number and type)

Today, human capital planning at Corning entails a 

four-step cycle closely integrated with the business 

planning process (Figure 8).

Figure 8

Annual human capital planning process

Source: Corning Incorporated

Determine the type of talent 

required to execute the critical 

business initiatives

Identify and prioritize talent 

gaps (+/-) and determine best 

approach for closing the gaps

Determine the number of people required over the term of the critical business initiatives

Identify actions 

necessary to 

align the talent 

with the business 

(highest & best use) 

3

Business Strategy
and Operational

Objectives

Built from Boudreau and Ramstad model

Built by Corning & Sibson Consulting

2

4

1



In Step One, the HR business partners for each of

Corning’s six business units and three corporate functions

use a series of diagnostic questions to understand strate-

gic issues, critical business initiatives over the next two

to five years and their talent implications. Rather than

analyzing only pivotal roles, as in the earlier planning

process, the current process delves deeper, using a model

of talent segmentation developed by an outside consult-

ant.6 Roles in the company are assigned to one of two

broad categories — those that affect the strategy and

those that are affected by the strategy — and then into

four segments: 

1. Strategic 

2. Core

3. Requisite 

4. Non-core 

To aid in segmenting the roles, HR business partners use

a series of diagnostic questions (Table 6).

For each segment of Corning’s talent portfolio, the model

specifies a potential investment strategy: 

1. Invest in the strategic segment. 

2. Protect the core. 

3. Look for more efficient or economical ways of

staffing requisite roles (for example, by outsourcing,

offshoring, or replacing some roles with technology).

4. And do something about non-core roles.

Having four talent segments enables Corning to manage

its workforce like an investment portfolio. “We have lim-

ited resources,” explains Brush. “We need to place our

biggest bets on things that have the most value, the high-

est return.” That means investing more in strategic and

core roles and less in requisite and non-core roles. 

POTENTIAL STRATEGIC ACTION

Streamline/
Outsource

Redirect

Figure 9

Using segmentation to drive action

TALENT SEGMENT AND VALUE

Strategic
Critical to driving long-term competitive

 advantage, with specialized skills or knowledge

Core
The “Engine of the Enterprise,” unique to the company
and core to delivering on its products and/or services

Roles that 

affect the 

strategy

Source: Corning Incorporated

Requisite
Cannot do without, but whose value could be

 delivered through alternative staffing strategies
(other than full-time headcount)

Non-Core 
Talent whose skill sets no longer align

 with the company’s strategic direction

Roles 

affected by 

the strategy

Protect

Build

6 Matthew C. Brush and Donald H. Ruse, “Driving Strategic Success through
Human Capital Planning: How Corning Links Business and HR Strategy to
Improve the Value and Impact of Its HR Function,” Human Resource
Planning, March 1, 2005, Vol. 28, No. 1.
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Once an HR partner has engaged the business leader in

Step One, he or she is ready to assess the number of peo-

ple, timing, and sourcing needed to carry out the most

critical business initiatives. Step Two analyzes the current

workforce: 

• Capabilities and training needs 

• Projected movement (turnover, 

retirement or transfers) 

• Total training and staffing needs 

for strategic and core roles 

Step Three examines the effects of various “make” or

“buy” options for the strategic and core talent segments

and weighs the options for dealing with individuals in

requisite or non-core roles. 

The final step in this annual planning cycle maps out

what HR must do to align Corning’s workforce with the

business and to put talent to its highest and best use. That

starts with another discussion between the HR leader and

the general manager (GM). Initially, the company created

120 questions to guide this discussion, but that proved

cumbersome, according to HR staff. Now, there are 

12 screening questions to pinpoint which aspects of

Corning’s Human Capital Performance Framework 

need the most attention. 

Each division HR leader presents his or her business

issues and division action plans (complete with requests

for support from the Corporate Centers of Excellence) to

the Corporate HR leadership team. At the same time,

regional HR leaders present issues specific to their geo-

graphic area. The HR leadership team then uses this

information to fuel a three-day offsite to craft the HR

operating plan for the coming year.

Table 6

Diagnostic questions

Segment

Strategic

Core

Requisite

Non-core

Diagnostic Question

• What roles are critical to driving long-term strategic advantage for the business 
in terms of their impact on desired top-line growth and/or innovation/speed to market?

• What roles possess the unique capabilities that make our strategic advantage difficult 
for competitors to copy?

• What roles are essential and core to consistently delivering quality products and 
services to our customers?

• What roles have the most impact on our ability to drive consistent results and 
improvements in our core business processes?

• Are this role’s skill sets specific to Corning and not translatable to other companies 
or industries?

• Is this role difficult to source in the marketplace?  Would external hires need significant
training before becoming effective?

• Could I staff this role differently to reduce costs while maintaining quality and consistency?

• Could the role be back-filled or outsourced?

• Is the function and capability of this role no longer aligned with the strategic direction 
of the company?
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Human Capital Planning vs. 
Workforce Planning
Brush views human capital planning and workforce plan-

ning as related, yet different, exercises. The former aims

to answer a big-picture question (“Where are we going?”)

and to look further ahead (at Corning, three to five

years). The unit of analysis is also different. Human capi-

tal planning homes in on roles (composed of job families

or functions), while workforce planning focuses on spe-

cific jobs and, in many cases, individuals. Workforce

planning asks a different question (“How are we going to

get where we want to be?”). In Brush’s view, its goal is to

make precise projections for a shorter planning period. 

“Human capital planning is like open-sea navigation,”

describes Brush. “Workforce planning helps get the ship

to the right dock, on schedule.” In effect, they present

different challenges and require different skills.

“Navigating from London to New York requires different

tools than if you wanted to sail up the Hudson River and

dock at a certain pier at exactly 11:30 a.m. HR has to do

both things well.”

Why, then, has Corning apparently embraced just one of

these methods? The company already has systems and

processes, such as succession planning and performance

management, “exquisitely oriented” to developing and

tracking individuals, explains Brush. It didn’t need a

workforce planning process to do that. But it did need a

method to take the longer view. “With human capital

planning, we’re looking five years out and trying to map

the business needs and the kinds of skills required rather

than where our individual employees will be.” 

Inquiry-based method
Like the strategic workforce planning processes of sev-

eral other companies interviewed in this study, including

HP, Agilent, Dow Chemical and The Southern Company,

Corning’s methodology is inquiry-based. “It’s a Socratic

method,” says Brush. “We don’t have the answers. All we

have is a toolbox full of questions.” Those questions pro-

vide direction and substance for the conversation between

line leaders and their HR partners that is the heart and

soul of human capital planning.

The net result of this interview guide, explains Brush, is

that HR staff “can talk to their GM in a way that the GM 

is not accustomed to. It enables them to meet a need the

GM never knew their HR person could meet. It helps 

them understand the human capital implications of strategy 

decisions in a way we previously had no way of doing.” 

Armed with that ability, “HR moves from being a service

organization to being a service and strategy organiza-

tion,” Brush notes. “Human capital planning doesn’t

drive business strategy, but it provides HR with a vehicle

for participating in those decisions and influencing them

pretty profoundly.”

Questions alone can’t transform HR partners into effec-

tive human capital planners, however. “We need HR peo-

ple who can come up with their own implications if we

give them the right questions to ask,” says Brush. “It’s

cookbook, not step by step.” Since each business has

unique challenges, HR professionals need to be able to

think for themselves.

Final Touches
By Brush’s estimate, he now spends about 30 percent of

his time coaching HR business partners to become effec-

tive human capital planners. The company spent just

$120,000 to develop the approach and a guidebook that

walks HR staff through the process, and only $25,000 to

develop a website where HR practitioners can access the

guidebook and the online analytical tool. Nevertheless, he

says, “our biggest investment has been in the grey matter

of HR generalists, in developing their capacity 

to do the work.” 

In spring 2006, the company’s multiple businesses and

functions began the process for the third time with varied

levels of human capital planning acumen. In some cases,

not only does the HR person “get it,” but the GM also

becomes a convert. Other businesses are not as far along.

“This isn’t easy for everyone,” Brush concludes. “We still

have a lot to learn.”
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Based on an analysis of all the data, the research leads 

to eight key findings about strategic workforce planning.

1. Strategic workforce planning is still a work 

in progress . . . 

2. . . . But it already delivers value 

3. Industry, business and job factors affect 

challenges faced

4. Strategic workforce planning is a conversation 

and inquiry process

5. Organizations need both broad, directional 

insights and granular details

6. Companies face similar challenges in implementation 

despite differences in practice

7. All roads may ultimately lead to segmentation

8. Optimizing internal talent is the “Holy Grail”

Strategic Workforce Planning 
Is Still a Work in Progress. . . 
At virtually every organization interviewed for this study,

strategic workforce planning remains a work in progress.

Most companies say, “We’re just getting started,” or

“We’re not there yet.” Many have piloted workforce

planning in one part of the organization but have not

institutionalized it company-wide. It is not often inte-

grated with other processes, such as business planning. 

In one organization, ongoing workforce planning was

temporarily suspended when attention shifted to meeting

new regulatory demands. “Come back and interview us in

another year,” they advised. Other organizations echoed

that sentiment.

This finding is consistent with The Conference Board’s

2004 study of integrated talent management, which pro-

vides a clear snapshot of workforce planning in relation

to eight aspects of talent management:7

• Recruitment 

• Retention

• Professional development 

• Leadership/high-potential development 

• Performance management

• Feedback/measurement

• Workforce planning 

• Culture

Of these, workforce planning was the least likely to be

integrated with the other components of an integrated

talent management strategy. That finding may be largely

explained by another survey result: Workforce planning

was also the most recently introduced area of talent

management. Two-thirds of respondents had imple-

mented workforce planning only within the previous

one to three years.

Practice
Strategic Workforce Planning in 

7 Lynne Morton, Integrated and Integrative Talent Management: 
A Strategic HR Framework, The Conference Board, Research Report 
R-1345-04-RR, 2004.

1
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. . . But It Already 
Delivers Value 
Although workforce planning remains a work in progress,

it has delivered demonstrable benefits to organizations.

Generating insights and knowledge 
to support business decisions 
At several organizations, such as Major Bank, IBM, Dow

Chemical and HP, strategic workforce planning has become

an important element of executive decision-making. 

Corning’s director of human capital planning, Matthew

Brush, reports that SWP “gives the general manager (GM)

a very powerful way to look not just at the financial

impact of strategy, but also at the people factors.” This

ability to translate business strategy into human capital

implications enables senior executives to weigh a variety

of options based on reliable forecasts. At many organiza-

tions, it produces a new kind of business intelligence. 

SWP not only affects business decisions, it also increases

the level of confidence with which they’re made, says 

Dr. Steve Wehrenberg, who heads up HR Strategy and

Capability Development for the U.S. Coast Guard. By

providing reliable forecasts, workforce planning gives

line managers “confidence that whatever they need, it

will be available.” Without that confidence, he adds, “line

managers will be timid and invariably sacrifice the long-

term for the short-term.”8

“Workforce planning has been around for a long while,”

concludes a global staffing executive. “What’s new is

managers’ level of confidence in the analyses’ accuracy.”

Providing a much deeper and more nuanced
understanding of workforce dynamics 
One of the most striking benefits of strategic workforce

planning is that it enables organizations to see things they

never could before. Analyzing workforce data “gives you

a more intimate understanding of what is going on in

your workforce” says one retention and recruitment

director. “It enables you to become more proactive.” 

An executive in a major electronics company describes

these new insights metaphorically. “Workforce planning

gives you a feel for what’s going on in your organization

— the beat, the hum, the cadence and patterns within a

year or planning cycle. You can’t see that when you’re

looking at a stack of 1,000 job requisitions.”

Leveraging human capital 
Strategic workforce planning helps organizations make

better decisions about how they manage their workforce,

including:

Just-in-time hiring and training Organizations that

understand the dynamics of their workforce can identify

predictable patterns, such as the annual attrition of call-

center workers when school lets out each June. They can

project how many people they will need to hire — and

when — to maintain level staffing. Similarly, when the

company introduces a new consumer product, SWP can

forecast the increase in customer calls and how long that

increase will last. Based on this analysis, it can present a

variety of staffing options to ensure the call center can

handle the increased volume and maintain customer satis-

faction, which is a critical factor since it’s closely tied to

revenue growth.

2

8 Mary B. Young, Building the Leadership Pipeline in Local, State and Federal
Government, CPS Human Resource Services, 2005, p. 93
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Eliminating the revolving door Many companies report

a similar phenomenon: An employee is laid off in one

business unit and within months is rehired elsewhere in

the company. Multiplied by many employees, it’s an inef-

ficient and expensive practice that SWP can help compa-

nies avoid. 

Evaluating staffing options SWP lets companies weigh

alternatives, such as: 

• Is it more cost-effective to hire contingent or

full-time workers for position X? 

• At what point does the cost of paying overtime

exceed the cost of adding headcount? 

• How long does it take for new hires 

to become productive? 

• What’s our best short-term and 

long-term solution?

Creating a stronger internal job market Many large

organizations see that SWP has the potential to deliver

another important benefit. By mining their own work-

force database, companies hope to locate passive, internal

candidates who aren’t looking for a new job but possess

the right skills and experience for a critical position else-

where in the business. Today, most business leaders can

see only their own talent pool, but a user-friendly corpo-

rate-wide tool would extend their line of sight. 

This extended view will become increasingly critical in 

the face of external labor shortages. “If we don’t look at

our internal talent pool as our primary source to replenish

the bench,” says Major Bank’s workforce planning expert,

“we can’t compete.” 

Elevating the role of HR 
SWP has had a significant impact on HR’s status, accord-

ing to organizations that have come closest to realizing its

full potential. HP’s Gerard Brossard says it enables HR

staff to become the strategic business partners they have

wanted to be. Corning says the same. According to the

company’s vice president of human resources, “The

broadest impact of Human Capital Planning has been the

level of engagement between our HR managers and the

GMs they support. Suddenly, GMs who used to have

only a passing interest in HR are expressing real enthusi-

asm for the tools and perspectives we’re able to bring to

the table.”9

SWP not only earns HR a more strategic role, it also

eliminates onerous and time-consuming work. By

automating tasks that used to take much longer, work-

force planning can speed up HR processes to keep pace

with the business’ accelerated time to market.

9 Brush and Ruse “Driving Strategic Success through Human Capital
Planning,” Human Resource Planning.
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Table 7

Industry, organization and job characteristics affect workforce planning

Industry

Business

Jobs

Characteristic

• Critical labor shortages

• Supply, demand and commodity price 
set by geopolitical and environmental factors 
outside distributors’ control 

• Anti-trust laws

• Predictable cycles of boom-or-bust

• Global business and emerging markets

• History of downsizing

• Sales cycle drives workforce planning

• Sales forecasts determine workforce 
demand projections

• Growth, new products and technologies

• Business maturity stage (emerging, growing, mature market)

• Value proposition (low-cost provider; product innovation;
customer intimacy) 

• Business process redesign defines core processes

• Highly technical and specialized

• Long lead time to develop skills

• Client services project-work

• Demand for low skilled, short-tenure hourly workforce

Impact

• Less interest in workforce analytics; headcount 
is the goal (hospitals)

• Difficult to forecast some workforce demands 
(oil & gas)

• Limit industry-wide collaboration among 
competitors on workforce (oil & gas)

• Long-term planning to meet for future needs

• Location of talent a key factor

• Differences in labor supply and costs, culture,
government policies, labor practices 

• To avoid future layoffs, managers tend 
to underestimate staffing needs (aerospace)

• Little lead time between closing sale and delivering services;
makes it difficult to do proactive workforce planning

• Sales managers are rewarded for meeting or exceeding  
salesforecasts, so there is incentive to set them low; 
favors underestimation of staffing needs (aerospace)

• May change skills, competencies, experience 
requirements; difficult to project future needs

• Affects skills and competencies needed

• Affects skills and competencies needed

• Affects skills and competencies needed

• Limits workforce flexibility (oil & gas)

• Requires hiring even in a down cycle to ensure 
future safety (automotive)

• Creates constant churn in assignments,
availability; finer-grained employee database (IT)

• Greater focus on external labor market 
(entertainment & leisure)
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Industry, Business, Job Characteristics
Affect Challenges Faced
This research was designed to investigate strategic work-

force planning in varied industries and in organizations

that differ in terms of size, workforce characteristics,

global operations, business maturity, and other character-

istics. The 20 organizations initially interviewed and the

nine that were ultimately selected to become case studies

are, in fact, quite diverse. They include mature industries,

such as chemicals and automotive manufacturing, as well

as science and technology. 

Some organizations are in a high-growth stage or have

business units that are; others constantly cycle between

boom and bust; and still others operate at a steady state.

Many companies have seen their customers and then their

operations shift from North America to other regions.

Some organizations have a history of long-term employ-

ment, while others experience (and may even seek) much

higher turnover. Some are already faced with labor short-

ages, while others are not. And many organizations are

hybrids: Within the same enterprise, workforce chal-

lenges and workforce dynamics vary widely from one

business unit to another.

By looking across this diverse sample of organizations,

our research identifies important differences in workforce

planning. The essential elements of the process (the gap

analysis and action plan) are constant, yet the particular

challenges to be addressed are varied. Table 7 captures

some examples of how industry, business, and job char-

acteristics affect workforce planning.

Industry characteristics
The challenges an organization faces in workforce plan-

ning and the model and tactics it adopts can vary signifi-

cantly based on industry characteristics. The healthcare

and oil and gas industries provide two good examples.10

In healthcare, the shortage of nurses is already acute and

will only become more severe as the current workforce

retires, the available replacement pool shrinks, and the

demand for healthcare escalates with aging baby

boomers. Today, it’s an industry-wide crisis; in the future,

it could easily become a national one. 

The sheer scale of these workforce challenges has at least

two important impacts: First, a massive campaign to

address the root causes has been mounted by the hospital

industry, major foundations like the Robert Wood

Johnson Foundation and Atlantic Philanthropies, and a

coalition of nursing professional associations. They are

working to improve public attitudes toward nursing,

encourage more school-age children to consider nursing

as a career, and increase the supply of faculty so colleges

can expand their nursing programs. 

When workforce issues affect an entire industry — and,

in the case of nurses, have the potential to affect an entire

country’s future well-being — workforce planning

becomes a much larger issue. No longer are the chal-

lenges or their solutions solely up to individual organiza-

tions. While employers can do much to attract and retain

talent, their efforts alone cannot overcome the larger

challenges of overall demand outstripping supply. 

10 See also the case studies of Dow Chemical, EDS, Duke Energy and
Providence Health System.

3
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Second, current research suggests that when hospitals

engage in workforce planning, they focus primarily on

maintaining headcount, rather than on elaborate analytics,

scenario-modeling, or segmentation.11 Just as severe cir-

cumstances can drive an individual to focus on immedi-

ate needs, severe labor shortages may have a similar

effect on organizations, driving them to focus on the most

basic workforce concerns, such as filling seats.

By contrast, an oil and gas company interviewed demon-

strates a very different set of industry-level factors that

impinge on workforce planning: geopolitical events (such

as the war in the Middle East), environmental disasters

(such as Hurricane Katrina) and the volatile commodity

market. These and other forces affect the gas and oil

industry and make it extremely difficult for an individual

company to project future workforce demands. The best

alternative, therefore, is to develop workforce planning

models that incorporate multiple contingencies. 

At the same time, the industry presents companies with

another workforce planning challenge: According to one

source, antitrust laws designed to prevent unfair business

practices also inhibit individual companies from banding

together to address the shortage of critical skills, as hospi-

tals have done. 

Organizational characteristics
Our research found ample evidence that organizational

factors, such as history and culture, business model, life

stage, core processes, and strategic changes, significantly

affect workforce planning challenges and approach. 

Table 7 provides some examples but is by no means

exhaustive. Here are several illustrations:

Global business The Dow Chemical, IBM, EDS, and

Corning case studies point to the complexities of work-

force planning in a global organization. Labor laws, 

culture, the education system — the range of variables

increases exponentially with the widening of an organiza-

tion’s geographical footprint. In many European Union

countries, especially Germany, data privacy laws limit the

kinds of employee data that can be shared across national

borders — a serious limitation for a global company

wishing to do company-wide workforce planning.

Company history A major aerospace firm’s history of

downsizing has left managers skittish about future lay-

offs. As a result, managers consistently underestimate

their staffing needs, with the unintended consequence of

limiting the potential growth in sales. 

Business model Several organizations use business

frameworks in workforce planning. 

• One technology company differentiates 

its business units based on their life stage:

emerging, growing, and mature. Each maturity

stage requires employees with different skills

and experience and has important implications

for the recruitment strategy.

• Another organization approaches workforce

planning from the point of view of value-

proposition: A business unit whose strategy is to

be a low-cost provider needs different skills than

a unit whose competitive advantage comes from

customer intimacy. Different value propositions

necessitate different workforce models.

• The Air Force Research Laboratory presents

another approach: Using business process

reengineering methods, the Lab identified its

three core processes. That analysis, in turn,

shaped a new workforce planning agenda.

11 Nancy Hoffart and Mary Young, Measuring Outcomes of Educational
Experiences on New Nurse Transition, ongoing research (funded by a
grant from the National League for Nursing).
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Job characteristics
Again, our research found ample evidence to suggest that

the nature of the work and the jobs it entails shape work-

force planning. The following EDS case study vividly

illustrates how the company’s project-based work creates

a constant churn in the workforce as new teams are cre-

ated to perform new client engagements, other teams

complete their work, and still others have their contracts

renewed. Teams are temporary, and employees can 

be redeployed wherever the company needs them.

Contractors come and go, adding to the perpetually

changing mix. Taken together, this dynamic movement

resembles nothing so much as a very active popcorn 

popper, operating on high heat and spewing forth great

gusts of kernels. But that’s just one segment of EDS’s

workforce. Elsewhere, in its leveraged resource business,

employees may work for the same client on contracts that

often last seven to 10 years.

These two segments of EDS’s workforce present quite

different workforce planning challenges: The first

requires quick response time, which means that EDS

needs an efficient and accurate skills inventory so it 

can instantaneously track available talent. But for the

leveraged resource business, such capabilities are less

important; workforce planning can focus on longer-

term forecasting. 

EDS has customized workforce planning to meet the

unique demands of project-based work — a relatively 

new type of organizational design. That approach may 

be useful for other organizations that also perform project-

based work. Yet it may not be appropriate for a fairly 

stable, long-tenure workforce performing jobs that require

many years of experience, such as in nuclear power.

The fundamental reason that any organization employs

workforce planning is to ensure it has the right human

capital to carry out its business strategy or mission.

However, one of this report’s primary findings is that the

precise challenges that workforce planning must address

differ from one entity to the next, depending on industry,

organization, and job factors. 
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Project-Based Work Puts 
Workforce in Constant Flux 
EDS has more than the usual workforce management

challenges facing organizations: Much of its work is 

project-based, and new teams are constantly starting

while others are finishing. It is imperative that the com-

pany is able to both track current assignments and make

quick staffing decisions. Thus, it needs an accurate and

up-to-date skills inventory so it can advise business lead-

ers on the most cost-effective labor strategies for meeting

future workforce needs. 

Challenges
The perpetual flux of new projects and project comple-

tions requires a flexible workforce: a mix of regular

employees, contractors, and workers supplied by other

organizations with which EDS partners. The company

must be able to deploy exactly the right people with the

right skills in the right location and at the right price

point. An added challenge is the short lead time between

a finalized contract and project initiation, leaving little

time to hire new talent or train current workers in the lat-

est technology and tools.

Such constant churn makes it critical that EDS knows

who’s available at any given moment. Where employees

are located also can be a challenge. The company man-

ages a workforce dispersed across 56 countries, each 

with its own set of labor practices, and communicates

with customers in 48 languages. These factors make

workforce planning, at best, a moving target.

The difficulty in planning and managing EDS’s work-

force is further complicated by the variety of services 

the company provides. Each has a different rhythm and

cycle time. For example, many projects the Applications

Development group performs are completed within three

months. In contrast, infrastructure projects may last up 

to 10 years, although some components of a project are

completed much more quickly. At every transition point

in each project, the company must make a myriad of

micro human capital decisions: Should it redeploy,

retrain, or terminate each employee, or should it tem-

porarily place surplus employees “on the bench” until 

a new opportunity arises? 

Until EDS instituted centralized workforce management in

December 2004, there was no way to make such decisions

while keeping company-wide needs in mind. “Businesses

thought that the only labor strategy was to hire people,”

recalls Holly Tullis, leader of strategic workforce planning.

“They weren’t thinking about how people could be moved

internally from one service center to another.” 

Not surprisingly, in a company brimming with program-

mers, individual businesses created their own in-house

databases. At one time, EDS had six purported enterprise

systems and multiple skills inventories. Yet no one could

say definitively how many employees the company had.

“It was the classic case of the shoemaker’s children not

having any shoes,” says Tullis.

case study: Challenges — Job Characteristics
EDS

Managing Continuous Churn

EDS delivers information technology and busi-
ness process outsourcing services to clients in
the manufacturing, financial services, health-
care, communications, energy, transportation,
and consumer and retail industries and to 
governments around the world. 

Corporate HQ Plano, TX

Employees 118,000 

Revenue (2005)  $19.8 billion 



Workforce Management Office 
Previous company executives had long believed that tech-

nology changed too rapidly to forecast which skills and

competencies would be needed in the future. That meant

centralized workforce planning received little support.

Then Michael Jordan became CEO in March 2003. EDS

created the Global Workforce Planning Team the follow-

ing year. Its charge was “to effectively empower the busi-

nesses to execute effective labor strategies through

accurate resource supply and demand information.”

To accomplish this, EDS developed a company-wide

workforce planning process and tools. Company leaders

used them for the first time early in 2006. Tullis acknowl-

edges that it’s not optimum to conduct workforce planning

at such a high level, yet it makes sense the first time out

to build executive support and demonstrate two points: 

• The tools produce new information that

businesses can use to make better decisions. 

• With more detailed information added, the tools

could produce even better workforce plans. 

Figure 10

Future workforce management process – Phase I

EDS SDC Executive

Quarterly

Creation of 
resource plans

Manual review 
against financial

Assign 
work 

Approve/Act on plan

Creates contractor 
requests

Re-skill/
Re-train Exits 

Automated

Manual

Aug ’05
Phase 3 Go Live
Dashboard V00

Sept ’05
Resource Forecast

Phase 1/2

Oct ’05
WF Planning V00

Dec ’05
Resource

Forecast Phase 3

Nov ’05 Jan’06
CIO Dashboard V1

WF Planning V10

Primavera/Evolve

Dashboard 
Observation Plan

Create Internal Positions
Creates External Positions 

Utilize CIO Dashboard 
1.0 to query and plan

SAP

Labor
Strategy

Source: EDS
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To reap the maximum benefit from the process, Tullis

concludes, “Granular is the smarter thing to do.” 

Once supply and demand data are integrated, the HR

business partner meets with the business leader to review

alternative labor strategies and generate a resource plan

for the next 12 months. The plan gets down to nitty-gritty

details: specific skills and proficiencies needed for spe-

cific roles in a specific geography. And it recommends

resource actions: Hire this many contractors in October

and November, but hire that many in December, etc. 

By mid 2006, when EDS expects its Workforce Planning

Team dashboard to be fully functional, accounts (EDS’s

term for its lines of business) and their HR business part-

ners will be able use these tools on their own. They’ll be

able to compare: 

• Labor costs 

• Talent supply and demand 

• Performance

• Manager/employee ratio 

• Employee satisfaction ratings across

geographies, business units, and job families

Using the same dashboard, accounts and their HR business

partners will be able to model a variety of “what if” sce-

narios and then incorporate the best options into a resource

plan. That plan will automatically trigger the appropriate

resource actions, generating requests to make external

hires, source internally and/or use contractors. Figure 11

shows the future workforce management process.

Figure 11

Future workforce management process – Phase II
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While EDS’s approach to workforce planning is not

unique, “what’s different is how fast and how often we

have to do it,” Tullis explains. Like a lithe, high-perform-

ance car designed to respond more quickly than the aver-

age SUV, the company’s workforce management system

has to react to changes in technology and customer

demand more quickly than do many other companies’.

EDS’s planning cycle is quarterly and focuses on a

rolling 12-month period. 

Skills Inventory
To manage a workforce this fluid, in a business whose

core technology is constantly changing, EDS needs to

catalog its human capital in a very detailed way. And it

needs to collect these data in a central repository and

make certain they are kept up to date. To do so, EDS 

created a skills inventory.12 Just as the Human Genome

Project set out to map human genetic composition in fine

detail, the skills inventory maps what Tullis calls the

“DNA of our workforce.” 

The first step was figuring out what information should be

included. It turned out that job codes were not all that help-

ful — 40 percent of all positions share one of three job

codes. But the roles an employee performs, such as appli-

cations programmer, database administrator or project

manager, are useful. Roles cut across job categories, mak-

ing experience in some jobs transferable to others. Certain

skills are also transferable. If a database administrator is

familiar with DB2, for example, it won’t take long to learn

Sybase since they are both relational databases. 

To leverage internal talent, the workforce management

database must include an employee’s current and prior

roles, capabilities (including skills, tools, and proficiency

level), and location. Some data can be obtained from

existing records, but not all. So EDS encourages employ-

ees to enter their information and be responsible for

keeping it current. In an industry where people are con-

stantly moving, supervisors often know little about any-

one’s work history. That’s why employees are the best

source. To validate these self-assessments, the inventory

asks for specifics: What’s your proficiency level in this

tool, and how many years have you used it? When did

you use it last? In what role? 

Cost is another important element in the mix. Based on

individual pay rates, the company’s current workforce has

a diamond-shaped profile, with the largest number of peo-

ple clustered at midrange. With more effective workforce

management, EDS hopes to reshape its profile into a pyra-

mid. Doing so would make its services more competitive.

In fact, customers expect the company to make “best-

shoring” decisions based, in part, on lower labor costs.

Another interesting dilemma EDS faces as a global com-

pany is that workforce management options differ from

one country to the next. For example, the company

decided not to include contractors in the skills inventory

due to co-employment laws in multiple countries.

Workforce Planning Team’s 
Current and Future Role
The Workforce Planning Team is a component of EDS’s

Human Resource function. Its role “isn’t to tell managers

exactly how many people to hire,” Tullis explains. “It’s to

give them information so they can make the right deci-

sions.” For example, hiring a contractor may not make

sense to fill a given job. For other jobs, it may be the best

option. On average, it takes 40 days to fill a position

externally and, depending on the training program, it

could take six weeks to re-skill people. When a new proj-

ect is starting up, a contractor may be the right choice, at

least in the short-term. The new tools stop short of select-

ing a particular candidate, however. Rather than identify-

ing the perfect person, what the manager gets is a short

list of finalists. 

12 EDS has applied for a patent on its skills inventory, which it may develop
into a future product offering. 
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In addition to recommending staffing options, the

Workforce Planning Team shares observations and high-

lights trends in the workforce data. For instance, how

does the separation rate for top performers in a particular

organization compare to the rate elsewhere in the com-

pany or in the industry? Workforce management’s value

comes from being able to provide broader perspective

and deeper knowledge about the workforce to supplement

individual businesses’ more limited line of sight.

Once EDS has fully implemented its new workforce

management process — perhaps by the end of 2006 — it

will no longer need a separate organization. The current

plan is to create a corporate-level Strategy Group that

will oversee workforce management, as well as talent 

acquisition, development and retention. Once it is fully

integrated with other talent management functions, work-

force planning will provide:

• Single, enterprise-wide project/

assignment repository

• Single, enterprise-wide skills repository 

for employee qualifications

• Common enterprise-wide workforce 

definitions and metrics

• Employee ability to match skills against

projects/assignments

• Labor-planning tools and aggregate 

information for leaders

• Better data to enable more effective 

workforce management



When the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) 

implemented business process redesign, it made a 

surprising discovery: Of its three core processes, only 

one requires the kinds of skills and competencies that 

the majority of its employees have today. To ensure it 

has the right workforce, the Lab is now creating three

new competency models. 

Unique Workforce Planning Challenges
The Air Force is considered the most technologically

advanced branch of the armed services. Within that

branch, the AFRL functions as a kind of in-house insti-

tute of technology — a scientific think-tank and incuba-

tor for discovering and applying new technologies.

“We’re the technology leaders,” says Polly Sweet, AFRL

director of personnel. “Our job is to make sure the Air

Force has the right leading-edge technology and to edu-

cate Air Force senior leaders about the possibilities for

deploying these new technologies in the field.”

Compared to the federal government as a whole — where

200,000 employees are expected to retire by 2010, and 

58 percent of supervisory employees will be eligible to

retire that same year — AFRL has fewer worries. Only

17 percent of its scientists and engineers (S&E) are cur-

rently retirement-eligible. Even though that segment 

will climb to 34 percent by 2010, it’s still not a major

concern. Many of the Lab’s S&E staff are so committed

to their work, they keep working past retirement age.

Some retirees even come back as volunteers. 

While retirements are not a major concern, the AFRL

does have other workforce challenges. As the Lab moves

away from mature technologies, Sweet explains, “We

have to help redirect our current workforce toward more

strategic, cutting-edge technologies.” For example,

nanobiology, which focuses on life at the scale of single

atoms and small molecules, is a field so new that virtu-

ally no one has been thoroughly trained for it. 

But at least nanobiology has a name and a defined skill

set that can be taught. The AFRL’s biggest workforce

planning challenge is that there’s no way to know the 

scientific and technological discoveries that will become

critical in 10 to 15 years. That makes it all but impossible

to accurately predict future workforce needs or start

developing today’s employees for those jobs. “When 

you ask managers, ‘What will you need that you don’t

have today?’ they have difficulty seeing that far into the

future,” Sweet explains. Instead, they typically reply with

the same skills and competencies as are needed now.

case study: Challenges — Organizational Characteristics
U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory

Reengineering Competencies

The U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory’s mission
is leading the discovery, development, and inte-
gration of affordable war-fighting technologies for
the U.S. air and space forces. It is a full-spectrum
laboratory, responsible for planning and executing
the Air Force’s entire science and technology
budget, basic research, applied research, and
advanced technology development.

Headquarters Wright-Patterson 
Air Force Base, OH

Employees 9,600

Sales (2005) NA
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While scientific advancements are difficult to forecast,

other workforce demands have become clear. As part of

its routine evaluation process, the U.S. Department of

Defense surveyed three groups of AFRL customers: 

1. Air Force senior leadership 

2. “Capability Developers,” who are program managers

developing new systems, such as next-generation

fighter aircraft

3. “Capability Users,” who are the operational command-

ers in the battlefield 

All three groups provided similar feedback: “Rather than

consistently producing practical results that would benefit

the military,” says Sweet, “we were seen as ‘playing in

our sandbox,’”—that is, focusing on esoteric science

instead of delivering useful solutions.

Defining Core Business Processes 
Has Major Workforce Impacts 
To address such criticisms, the Lab decided to reorganize

its work using Michael Hammer’s methodology for 

business process reengineering. Under the leadership 

of Brigadier General Perry L. Lamy, former AFRL

commander, the Lab identified its three core processes:

Process I: Generate science and technology knowl-
edge Conduct mid- to long-term basic research whose

outcome isn’t defined at the outset. 

Process II: Develop needed products Develop and

deliver solutions by applying new science and technology

to the field. 

Process III: Innovate solutions to urgent needs Use

existing science and technology to address real-time chal-

lenges as they arise in the battlefield, such as requests for

lighter backpacks or improved night vision. 

Table 8

Core processes

Phase I:

Generate S&T knowledge

Phase II:

Develop needed projects

Phase III:

Innovate solutions 
to urgent needs

How future competencies are identified

Team leader for each long-term challenge 
identifies technical competencies team 
needs to solve this challenge 

Use existing competency model(s) for
Project Manager in conjunction with 
Process Owner

Process Lead will identify generic 
competencies needed

How current competencies are assessed

Chief scientist for each technical directorate 
identifies competencies workforce has now

Create assessment based on existing 
competency model(s) 

Chief scientist for each Technical Directorate 
identifies competencies workforce now has



Refocusing on the Lab’s core processes has had a major

impact on workforce planning. Basic science (Process I)

is the process for which the AFRL traditionally hired and

developed people, although they often worked within the

confines of a single technical directorate (the Air Force

equivalent of a strategic business unit). Applying scien-

tific discoveries in practical ways (Process II) was seen

by the Lab’s customers as its greatest shortcoming.

Finding solutions to urgent needs (Process III) requires a

broad knowledge of available technologies and the cre-

ativity to adapt them quickly for new uses, yet the Lab

had no systematic approach to acquiring or developing

employees who could meet such needs. 

Core Processes Determine 
Competency Requirements
The Air Force has long had a competency model in place,

organized around roles and organizational level (tactical,

operational, and strategic). Now the AFRL is developing

its own competency model — or, rather, a different set of

competencies for each core process. 

To identify the competencies needed to generate basic

scientific knowledge (Process I), AFRL needed input

from all 10 of its technical directorates, such as

Munitions, Air Vehicles, and Space Vehicles. It wanted to

avoid getting a stove-piped view of directorate-specific

competencies. It also wanted to leverage each direc-

torate’s specialized knowledge by promoting more inter-

action across directorates. 

To meet all of these goals, the Lab identified eight knotty

challenges that will take a long time to solve — also

known as Big, Hairy, Audacious Goals (BHAGs).13 The

BHAGs that the Air Force Research Laboratory came up

with were challenges requiring the talents of more than

one directorate, such as building space elevators, energy

and thermal management, and “integrated automated

object recognition.” Teams were created to work on each

long-term goal, and team leaders were asked to identify

the competencies needed to address each BHAG. The

combined list from all eight BHAGs will serve as the

competency model for Process I. 

The competencies needed for Process II should be the eas-

iest to nail down. Since program management is a well-

defined process in other parts of the Air Force, AFRL can

adopt existing models, assessments and training.

Process III will have to focus on generic competencies

since the technical ones would vary, depending on the

urgent need. Take “helio brownout,” the temporary loss

of visibility that results when a helicopter lands in the

desert, stirring up dense swirls of dust. It’s a good 

example of the kind of Fix it right now! request from 

the frontlines that the AFRL is expected to handle. While

technical expertise varies from one request to another, 

the underlying competencies — “to find an off-the-shelf

solution and make it work in an operational environment

within three to six months” — are similar, says Sweet.

It’s those generic competencies that AFRL must define

for Process III.

The AFRL Enterprise Process Model shows how AFRL

will identify the competencies required for its three core

processes and assess their current levels.

Next Steps
Once AFRL has defined the competencies for each core

process, S&E staff will have an opportunity to choose

which process they’d like to be assigned to in the future.

Then they will be assessed against that process’s compe-

tency model and, with their supervisor, create a develop-

ment plan for enhancing their current competencies, as

needed. Many individuals will work on different core

processes at different stages in their careers, so more than

one set of competencies may need to be reviewed. The

Lab plans to make certification programs offered by one

directorate available to other directorates’ employees.

That will add new developmental opportunities and, at

the same time, help to overcome past stove-piping. 

13 “A true BHAG is clear and compelling and serves as a unifying focal point
of effort and acts as catalyst for team spirit. It has a clear finish line, so
the organization can know when it has achieved the goal; people like to
shoot for finish lines. A BHAG engages people — it reaches out and grabs
them in the gut. It is tangible, energizing, highly focused. People ‘get it’
right away; it takes little or no explanation.” Jim Collins and Jerry I. Porras,
Built to Last: Successful Habits of Visionary Companies (New York:
HarperBusiness Essentials, an imprint of HarperCollins Publishers, 1994).
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There are two basic career paths for the AFRL’s scientists

and engineers: 

• Pursue a technical career leading to the top-most

position of chief scientist. 

• Follow a leadership career to possible 

positions, such as branch or division chief 

or an appointment to the federal government’s

Senior Executive Service. 

For the latter career path, AFRL is creating a new

Technology Leadership Development program. Unlike

more generic leadership programs, this will focus specifi-

cally on the skills and competencies needed to lead one

or more of the Lab’s core processes.

Figure 12

Enterprise process model

Source: AFRL
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SWP Is a Conversation 
and an Inquiry Process
One of the most consistent findings across organizations

is that workforce planning is an inquiry-based process

rather than a set of answers. When companies describe

the kinds of skills that workforce planning requires, the

ability to ask the right questions is high on the list. To

help with that, several companies have created templates

of questions that HR staff can adapt to fit the needs of a

particular business unit. 

Kevin Small of Dow Chemical offers specific guidelines

about how such tools should be used. Questions should

be carefully selected, he advises. While Dow has a list 

of more than 40 questions, no business leader wants to 

be asked all 40. Small also counsels HR staff to avoiding

sending such questions to a business leader via e-mail.

They’re intended to guide a face-to-face conversation that

will help the HR person clearly understand the business

strategy and home in on the most critical areas for work-

force planning. At the same time, the questions help teach

business leaders to think through the workforce implica-

tions of their business strategy.

Ideally, such questions are educational for both HR and

the business leader and, at the same time, help deepen

their relationship. Reflecting on Corning’s experience,

Matthew Brush and Don Ruse observe that using an

inquiry-based approach to Human Capital Planning

(HCP) “improved both the quality of the dialogue

between HR leaders and their clients and the comprehen-

sion and retention of HCP concepts by the HR team.”14

Asking questions, rather than spewing out statistical analy-

ses and forecasts, keeps the conversation focused at a high,

strategic level, adds Gerard Brossard of HP. “The highest

value we created was in qualitative discussions around

what needs to happen. If we had used [an automated] 

system, people would have thought about the problems 

differently — more in terms of numbers and not about 

the strategic implications of the business strategies.”15

Tools used by Agilent Technology and The Southern

Company to guide this critical conversation are presented

below (Figures 13 and 14). The Corning case study

includes another set of tools, and the Dow case study

offers additional examples. The similarities in questions

are worth noting. Nevertheless, many companies regard

their tools as valuable intellectual property and, in some

cases, preferred that they remain proprietary.

Organizations Need Both Broad,
Directional Insights and Granular Details
Workforce planning can be conducted at multiple levels

of the organization, and different levels may require 

different kinds of analyses, forecasts, and information. 

At HP, business leaders and the HR Business Partners

engage in strategic workforce planning (see case study, 

p. 32). Later, HR staff and line managers working closer

to the ground develop operational workforce plans.

In many organizations, the more granular analysis pro-

vides a validity check for high-level strategic workforce

planning, especially when that process is first introduced.

Until executives gain more confidence in workforce plan-

ning, the ability to drill down deeper to show specific

numbers for specific job categories offers proof that 

the high-level, strategic implications are sound.

4

14 Brush and Ruse “Driving Strategic Success through Human Capital
Planning,” Human Resource Planning, p. 59.

15 David Creelman, “Six Easy Pieces,” Workforce Management, May 2005,
pp. 59–62.

5
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The ability to zoom in and out, back and forth — to

home in on a particular job, location, or age cohort and

then pull back to look at the larger landscape — can

serve another purpose as well. At Dow Chemical and

other companies, part of the value-add is the ability to 

put a business unit’s workforce numbers in perspective.

When workforce planning staff sit with a business leader

and look at the unit’s turnover rate or labor costs, the HR

professional is able to offer a broader view: “Here’s how

your turnover rate compares to the rate for similar posi-

tions in our Asia or European facilities,” or “Here’s the

projected labor supply for these skills; now let’s look at

your projected needs.”

The Duke Energy case study that follows illustrates how

combining workforce planning with succession planning

keeps the company eye on both the “big picture” talent

overview and critical details.

Figure 13

Guiding questions from The Southern Company’s workforce planning process          

Source: The Southern Company
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Figure 14

Organizational and workforce planning at Agilent Technologies — suggested questions

Assess “best 
in class” from 
the “Outside In”

Assess strengths 
and capabilities 
from “Inside Out”

Business Results / Metrics

Strategic Business Plan

Scenario Planning 

Vision / Mission

Core Organization Capabilities

Organization Design

People Competencies

Current State Assessment

Workforce Planning

Goal Alignment

Systems & Culture

Milestones & Metrics

• What is the mission or vision for Agilent overall?
• For a particular Group or Business Unit?

• What are we trying to achieve?

• What is our differentiation strategy? 
 What few things must we do better than the rest?

• What are our 3 greatest organizational 
 strengths today?

• Who are our competitors? How do we compare?

• How will we measure success?

• What are the top three priorities we must 
 execute to win in the next 6-12 months?

• What are the 3-5 core capabilities we need to 
 be best in class to win in our markets?

• What capabilities should we develop 
 through partners?

• What should the organization design look like to 
 best support our core capabilities and processes?

• What are the required knowledge, skills and 
 abilities to execute the strategy (across the 
 organization)?

• Based on where we are going and where 
 we are today, what are the key ‘gaps’ 
 that need attention?

• What types of skills/positions will be required? 
 No longer needed?

• Which skills should we make vs. buy vs. rent?

• What actions need to be taken to align 
 resources with priorities?

• What recognition / reward methods are needed 
 to encourage and sustain the desired behavior?

• Does every individual have a clear line of 
 sight to achieving the business strategy?

• Are all support systems, processes, and practices
 aligned in support of achieving our strategy?

• How will we know if we’re executing effectively 
 and ‘on track’?

• Selection, Deployment
• Redeployment/Restructuring
• Training / Development / Succession Planning
• Rewards & Recognition

Source: Agilent Technologies

Mission

Business 
Strategy

Organizational 
Implications

People 
Implications

Systems 
Alignment

Measurement 
& Feedback
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Like many energy companies, Duke Energy’s workforce

has been shaped by the business cycles that have beset

the entire industry. As growth began in the 1970s, the

company hired people in droves to build and run new

power plants. Twice a year, it brought in an entire class 

of engineers, fully expecting them to spend their career

with the company, which most of them did. 

By the 1980s, many construction projects were finished,

hiring fell and many employees who left were not

replaced. By the mid 1990s, Duke Energy began a new

phase of construction and geographic expansion. As the

energy industry moved toward deregulation, the company

entered new businesses, such as energy trading and distri-

bution. Hiring again ramped up.

Challenges
The waves of growth and contraction have left their mark

on Duke Energy’s workforce. When Talent Management

Director Paul Boyett arrived in 1999, the majority of

employees were baby boomers, many of whom were at

the high end of the age group. Not only did the company

face an impending wave of attrition, but many of the

affected jobs had a high barrier to entry. For example, it

takes approximately 10 years to become fully qualified as

a nuclear operator.

Yet Duke Energy is not alone in facing these and other

challenges. The expansion and contraction cycle has left

other energy companies with a similar workforce profile.

This maturing workforce creates another hurdle for the

industry — its image in the eyes of potential candidates.

According to Boyett, younger job candidates can see that

the workforce is more mature than in other industries,

which means fewer co-workers close to their age. They

may also fear that a “gray ceiling” could block their

career opportunities, at least in the short to mid term.

Such prospects may deter ambitious, young candidates

who are looking for growth and recognition. They may

have other concerns, too, such as the ethical and financial

issues the Enron scandal exposed or the industry’s envi-

ronmental impacts.

Seeing the Forest and the Trees

case study: Workforce Planning + Succession Planning
Duke Energy

Duke Energy is a diversified energy company
with a portfolio of natural gas and electric busi-
nesses, both regulated and non-regulated, and
an affiliated real estate company. Duke Energy
supplies, delivers and processes energy for cus-
tomers in North America and selected interna-
tional markets.

Corporate HQ Charlotte, NC

Employees 23,000 (22,000 in U.S.)

Sales (2005) $16.7 billion operating revenue



Developing a Corporate-Wide Approach
Five years ago, Duke Energy’s board began to recognize

these challenges and the need for leadership and organi-

zational continuity. Yet the company didn’t have the data

and tools to gauge the impact of looming retirements.

Although individual business units were doing succession

planning, the results couldn’t be aggregated at the corpo-

rate level — partly because the company lacked a com-

mon language for talking about talent. The position of

plant manager, for example, was fairly common across

the company, but responsibilities differed significantly

based on the size, location and type of facility. Managing

a natural gas plant requires different knowledge and

experience than managing a hydroelectric, nuclear or

combined-cycle plant.

The first order of business was “to get everybody speak-

ing the same language,” says Boyett. To do this, Duke

Energy developed a competency model to define the

knowledge and capabilities that leaders need to excel.

The company also created a database to house informa-

tion on 3,500 to 4,000 incumbents or potential succession

candidates for about 2,200 key positions. While many

key positions are leadership roles, others are not. If left

unfilled, positions such as chief safety engineer or senior

litigation counsel, for example, have critical effects on

operations, customers and/or safety issues.

Duke Energy’s succession database serves as a repository

for three types of information:

Résumé information, summarizing the employee’s

background, experience, travel, foreign language skills,

and career development goals. Employees provide this

information and their managers review it for accuracy.

Capturing such information might seem like routine 

practice, but that hasn’t been the case at Duke Energy.

Because most employees spent their entire career with

the company, the assumption was “everyone knows me.”

As the company began acquiring other firms, however,

that assumption became less and less valid. 

A talent profile assesses each employee against the

competency model, their readiness to move to the next

level, and a time frame for doing so. It also includes two

other assessments by his or her manager: 

• The likelihood the employee might leave 

Duke Energy within a specified time period 

(e.g., five years)

• The criticality of the employee’s role 

Individuals whose retention risk and criticality are 

high become a priority for succession management.

Position information is provided by the incumbent and

then reviewed and modified by the manager if, for exam-

ple, the position is expected to change in the future and

require different skills, or if a new position will be created.

Now in its fifth year, the succession database tool has

helped Duke Energy make more informed, forward-

looking decisions and is now an essential resource in the

annual succession planning process. Meeting individually

with each business unit, corporate function and geogra-

phy, Duke Energy conducts 30 to 50 succession confer-

ences each year and incorporates the results into a

high-level presentation to its board. Both the data and

process have improved over time, and the company

believes it now has a clear picture of future talent 

needs for its most critical positions.
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Next Steps
The next step, says Boyett, will be to capture this same

level of information on all current employees so the com-

pany can see further down the talent pipeline. The origi-

nal tool was built internally and is now showing signs of

age. Duke Energy will outsource management of its suc-

cession planning database. Ultimately, the company will

have an internal “employee search engine.” Not only will

employees be able to explore job opportunities (as they

can now through the job posting system), but job oppor-

tunities will also find them, utilizing this storage of infor-

mation about skills, experience, performance, career

interests and other factors. 

At present, the succession planning database operates

somewhat in isolation. Another goal, beyond expanding

its coverage to all employees, is to integrate the tool with

other aspects of talent management, including staffing,

training and development, and performance manage-

ment. Ultimately, employee data will be collected just

once, rather than multiple times for multiple processes

and databases. 

Because Duke Energy’s approach to succession planning

targets both the leadership pipeline and other critical posi-

tions, it overlaps somewhat with what other organizations

define as workforce planning. Table 9 details how Duke

Energy differentiates each process and divides responsibil-

ities between corporate HR and its business units. 

“Workforce planning is the law of large numbers,”

explains Boyett. It enables Duke Energy “to look in

aggregate at groups of employees as compared to 

succession planning, which looks at individuals.”

Table 9

Succession planning and workforce planning

Succession 
Planning

Workforce 
Planning

Focus

• +/- 2,500 positions, at any 
level, identified as key levers 
to business performance

• +/- 3,500 individuals/ 
succession candidates

• Functions and disciplines 
with readily available talent 
supply (external & internal)

• Larger aggregates 
of employees

Enterprise level

• Create and facilitate process

• Create competency model,
common language

• Conduct 30-50 succession-
planning meetings/ year

• Oversee follow-up actions 
indicated for coming year

• Provide consistent view 
of what’s important

• Develop process,
methodology, tools

• Look at aggregate numbers,
strategic staffing for global 
functions

• Look at external labor
market supply

Business unit level

• Identify positions

• Identify criticality and 
attrition risk

• Update database 
annually

• Drill down to lower
position levels

• Analyze local issues,
positions, needs



The two processes focus on different kinds of jobs.

Workforce planning concentrates on disciplines and func-

tions that are more readily available in the marketplace,

while succession planning targets roles that are consid-

ered critical or require skills not widely available in the

workforce. Every five years, the company conducts a

comprehensive, long-range view of its workforce needs

and sources, both internal and external. It pays ongoing

attention to potential talent shortages identified through

long-term planning. When the compliance implications 

of Sarbanes-Oxley became apparent, for example, the

company increased its efforts to retain audit professionals

through rotation programs, incentives, and other approaches.

Duke Energy’s approach is distinctive: It combines cor-

porate HR’s high-level view of talent needs — expressed

in statistics and trends — with the more granular perspec-

tive closer to the ground. An organization needs “to see

both the forest and the trees,” says Boyett. “Numbers

provide insight into overarching trends and issues,” but

business units need granularity at the individual and posi-

tion level — to see that this or that employee is leaving

in three years. “It’s essential, eventually, to focus on

numerous markets of one.” 

Boyett compares these two levels of talent information —

the overarching and the granular — to pointillist paint-

ings, such as by the French artist Georges Seurat.16 The

viewer can stand back and see a whole landscape, or lean

in closer to study the small dots of color that make up the

larger picture.

Forest and trees, image and pixels — it takes both
workforce planning and succession planning to meet

Duke Energy’s talent demands in a challenging 

business environment.

16 Pointillism is a style of painting in which non-primary colors are generated
by the visual mixing of points of primary colors placed very close together.
When viewed from a distance, the points or dots cannot be distinguished
and blend optically into each other. Source: Wikipedia.com
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Companies Face Similar Challenges 
in Implementation despite 
Differences in Practice
The organizations interviewed for this study range in

size, industry, and workforce characteristics. Yet despite

these differences, they experience similar challenges

when implementing workforce planning.

Making the process and tools simple and efficient
The consensus is that workforce planning must deliver

business value; if not, it’s a burden on business leaders,

who view it as “an HR thing.” The case studies illustrate

a variety of approaches to providing, or asking for, an

appropriate level of detail when HR engages with busi-

ness leaders and line managers. 

Developing HR staff’s capabilities and comfort level
with SWP Business leaders aren’t the only ones who

need to be educated about workforce planning; virtually

every company said HR staff also need training and

coaching to become comfortable with the process. SWP

may require they become much more familiar with the

business strategy than was previously necessary. It may

also require that they become more facile using quantita-

tive analyses and financial measures.

Developing definitive and consistent data (such as

headcount numbers) that will be used company-wide.

Faced with multiple employee databases and different

methods for defining headcount, many organizations

struggle to iron out the discrepancies. Doing so is critical,

since inconsistent numbers can erode workforce plan-

ning’s credibility in the eyes of skeptics. 

Establishing a common language Many organizations

hope that one of the ultimate benefits of workforce plan-

ning will be to create a stronger internal job market (see

“Optimizing Internal Talent,” p. 69). Thus far, no com-

pany interviewed has achieved this, but several are work-

ing toward it. Getting there will require everyone within

the organization — HR, hiring managers and individual

employees in every business unit — to use the same

terms, with the same definitions, when they describe

skills, experience, jobs, and the like. Without a common

language, the organization’s ability to look across busi-

ness units and geographies to mine potential opportuni-

ties will be hobbled.

By developing an accurate database of employee skills

and experience and current and future job opportunities,

workforce planning could create the internal equivalent

of Internet job boards: a place where employees could

explore career options, while HR and hiring managers

search for potential job candidates. 

Integrating strategic workforce planning with 
business and budget planning Several case studies

(Major Bank, Corning, IBM, and HP) illustrate the inte-

gration of workforce planning with the business and

budget planning process. However, most companies are

still working toward that goal. Clearly, workforce plan-

ning needs to be integrated with both long-term strategic

planning and short-term business planning. The will 

to do so, however, must come from senior executives 

(see IBM and HP case studies).

Driving strategic workforce plans — and planning —
deeper into the organization Organizations that have

successfully integrated workforce planning and business

planning now hope to make the outcome more visible to

second- and first-line managers so they can make better

day-to-day decisions about people management. At pres-

ent, these managers may not know the company’s strate-

gic workforce plan — indeed, some aspects of that

strategy must remain confidential. Nevertheless, our

research finds that making line managers aware of the

strategic workforce plan and helping them do their own

strategic workforce planning are critical next steps.
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Making Strategic Workforce Planning
Part of the Business-Planning Process
IBM implemented strategic workforce planning to

strengthen the link between workforce investments and

revenue growth. The company “pressure tests” annual

business plans to make sure the operating units think

through their workforce strategy as part of their business

planning process. As a result, business leaders understand

that workforce strategy is business strategy and that

effective labor-cost management is a key to improving

productivity. This shift in thinking has given rise to

processes and tools that can answer business questions

regarding sourcing and deploying talent more quickly.

Workforce planning has been around for many years at

IBM, but in the past two years the company has infused

new rigor into the process to improve the link between

workforce investments and revenue growth. Until then,

the workforce discussion was treated more as a budget

exercise than an integral part of the business-planning

process. The business leader presented a plausible busi-

ness plan to argue for additional resources. Once an

agreement was reached, the annual operating budget was

set and investments occurred, regardless of whether the

business met its revenue target. 

No more. IBM businesses now have to earn the right to

additional headcount by either meeting their sales numbers

or demonstrating that the only way they can do so is by

increasing traditional headcount. It’s a fundamental change

in what business planning means, says Keith Holmes, a

member of IBM’s corporate HR Strategy team. “It’s

become a mutual commitment, not a one-time negotiation.”

About two years ago, as HR leaders collaborated with

line managers to clarify their workforce needs for the

business-planning cycle, they saw an opportunity to

enhance the process. First, they mapped the major

changes in IBM’s business and workforce over 

the past decade, including:

• The shift in emphasis from information

technology (IT) manufacturing to IT consulting

and other services, which accelerated in the early

2000s. As the company shifted from an asset-

based business to a more labor-based business,

labor became a larger percentage of total costs.

IBM’s “On Demand Business” strategy required

a flexible, on-demand workforce. 

• Continued globalization: IBM employees work

in 75 countries.

case study: Workforce Planning + Business Planning
International Business Machines Corporation (IBM)

“The Business Case Is Made”

IBM is the world’s largest information technol-
ogy company, with 80 years of leadership in
helping businesses innovate. Today, IBM serves
the needs of clients in more than 170 countries.
The company’s major operations include
Services, Systems and Technology Software,
Sales and Distribution and a credit unit that 
provides financing for clients’ IT and services
investments.

CCoorrppoorraattee  HHQQ  Armonk, NY

EEmmppllooyyeeeess 329,000 in 75 countries 

SSaalleess  ((22000055)) $91.1 billion
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• Changing demographics of IBM’s workforce and

employment patterns. 

• Changing recruitment patterns: For decades, the

company had done most of its hiring right out of

college or graduate school. Just a decade ago,

IBM was generally known as a “cradle-to-grave”

employer. Rather than buying new talent, it

tended to develop it — for example, by turning

former technical salespeople into product sales

specialists and sales generalists. Starting in the

1990s, however, the company began hiring more

mid-career professionals and contingent labor.

• Increasing numbers of remote workers and

virtual teams: Up to 40 percent of IBM

employees rarely or ever work from a traditional

IBM office — instead, they are based full-time at

a client location, spend their time on the road or

work exclusively from a home office.

Given these changes, HR strategists and generalists 

began to focus on workforce optimization and productiv-

ity. How could IBM execute its business strategy most

effectively while optimizing the skills, capabilities and

location of its workforce?

They focused on improving the relationship between rev-

enue and labor costs — as a means to improving overall

productivity. The company needed to pinpoint which

workforce management tactics had the greatest impact.

There were seven drivers of labor costs, according to

IBM’s analysis: 

1. Effective sourcing 

2. Workforce restructuring 

3. Subcontractor optimization 

4. Performance management 

5. Hiring mix 

6. Alternate workforce models 

7. Redeployment 

Of these, three are currently viewed as critical since they

would potentially create the largest savings:

Effective sourcing includes “right-shoring” decisions

about where jobs should be located. It’s not simply a 

matter of locating resources in the lowest-cost labor 

markets. Rather, it’s about shifting workforce growth 

to high-growth business lines, customer segments and

geographic regions.

Workforce restructuring initiatives involve investing 

in high-performing businesses and employees and, con-

versely, divesting in those that under-perform.

Subcontractor utilization is an alternative workforce

option that includes the effective use of subcontractors 

to provide short-term answers to identified skills gaps. 

Once IBM was clear about its top drivers of labor costs

and (by extension) productivity, the next step was “to get

that model onto the agenda and into the thinking of line

managers,” says Holmes. HR collaborated with other

parts of the business to make it happen. It did so by mak-

ing workforce planning a much more integral part of

business planning.

From High-Level Business Plans 
to Execution
Today, strategic workforce planning holds business 

leaders accountable for their workforce investments. 

One change has been to introduce workforce discussions

much earlier in the planning process. 

For example, if a business leader proposes building a new

manufacturing facility in upstate New York, that proposal

triggers an immediate discussion of who, how, where 

and when. Are the necessary skill sets available in that

location? How will recruiting be done? It’s a matter of

“thinking through how all these things are going to 

happen,” explains Holmes.



What it most decidedly is not is just another instance 

of HR telling line managers what they cannot do. These

conversations take place before business plans are 

presented to the CEO, and they typically involve the

business leader and senior staff from HR, Finance 

and Enterprise On Demand Transformation (EODT), 

the global organization that focuses on IBM’s business

transformation and productivity initiatives. They’re

designed to test the feasibility of workforce assumptions

to ensure the plan can deliver its intended results.

Business leaders must also set goals for maintaining or

improving their unit’s productivity by managing labor

costs relative to revenue.

“We’re changing people’s vocabulary and thinking about

how they manage workforce decisions and business exe-

cution,” says Holmes. “It’s not just ‘some other stuff to

do’ — this is something for which we are accountable.”

That accountability has fundamentally changed the busi-

ness-planning process. People now think, “What invest-

ment am I going to earn?” instead of “What budget can 

I negotiate or talk my way into?”

Now that IBM has been through two business-planning

cycles using this approach to strategic workforce plan-

ning, it has become the standard. “Everyone involved

understands that this is the way things are done now,”

Holmes says. “HR, Finance and the business leaders 

now have a common language and understanding.”

While many companies are still trying to integrate 

workforce planning with business planning, IBM has, 

in effect, been there, done that. “Our business case is

made,” says Holmes. “People expect us to have some-

thing to say about their business plan and about how 

they leverage the workforce to execute their strategy in a

viable, well thought-out way. They can think about ways

to create more value, which can lead to real innovation.”

Holmes compares it to the innovations and productivity

gains companies achieve through high-end supply chain

management. “It’s a combination of demand-analysis,

sourcing, logistics and mass customization. It’s thinking

in real space and time about real on-the-ground dynam-

ics. There’s no magic — just thoughtful planning 

and execution.”

IBM has applied supply chain management in a number

of functions. In HR, the company has leveraged supply

chain principles to match workforce demands with talent

resources. New technology-based solutions enable man-

agers to evaluate their labor-sourcing options and make

sound choices more quickly than before.

Next Steps
The next step in workforce planning is to push the

approach deeper into the businesses. Below the executive

level, says Holmes, managers “don’t have visibility to

this.” First-line sales managers have “a first-line man-

ager’s view of the world,” he continues, comparing it 

to the classic New Yorker cover depicting a cartoon of 

a New Yorker’s map of the world, showing little detail

beyond the edges of Manhattan.17 They make day-to-day

decisions without a full understanding of the company’s

overall talent strategy. “If people understood it more

clearly,” Holmes believes, “they’d collaborate more 

on issues, such as who gets to hire and when.”

IBM recently developed new training to prepare man-

agers around the world to understand and execute their

roles in strategic workforce management.

17 Saul Steinberg, “A View of the World from Ninth Avenue,” New Yorker,
March 29, 1976.
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All Roads May Ultimately 
Lead to Segmentation
Our research finds that regardless of which workforce

approach — or combination of approaches — companies

use, they eventually recognize the value of segmentation.

Conducting global workforce planning that encompasses

all jobs and all employees, without any differentiation, is

less useful than a more selective approach. The Corning

case study illustrates segmentation based on the strategic

impact of roles. 

But Corning is by no means the only organization to

embrace some form of segmentation. Workforce analytics

is, in itself, a segmentation method since it enables users

to explore the dynamics of any variables in the database,

compare turnover for employees with different tenure,

investigate average retirement age for employees in spe-

cific jobs, explore which sourcing strategies have gar-

nered high-performing employees, and so on.

Even organizations that practice Traditional Workforce

Planning can be strategic when they choose their battles.

It’s what Duke Energy does when it selects mission-

critical positions for closer monitoring. And it’s what

Providence Health System did when it zeroed-in on 

at-risk positions and people when a competing hospital

was about to open.

The logic of segmentation is further championed by

noted researchers, who urge organizations to adopt a 

“differentiated” workforce strategy:

…[J]ust as differentiation is at the core of

successful business strategy, it is also at 

the core of successful workforce management. 

HR and workforce management systems must 

be differentiated by jobs and people who make a

strategic contribution, and workforce performance

must be differentiated between “A” performers 

and “C” performers.
18

Whether it’s called segmentation, differentiation, or

something else, identifying critical components of the

workforce and paying particular attention to their man-

agement is a clear priority. The systems and tools that

support workforce planning also enable segmentation. To

put it another way, only by creating a sound workforce

planning platform is effective segmentation possible.

Traditional 
Workforce 
Planning

Workforce
Analytics

Scenario 
Modeling

Strategic 
Workforce 
Planning

Human 
Capital 
Planning

Figure 15

All roads in workforce planning may ultimately lead to segmentation

18 Mark A. Huselid, Brian E. Becker and Richard W. Beatty, The Workforce
Scorecard: Managing Human Capital to Execute Strategy (Boston: Harvard
Business School Press, 2005) p. 17.
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Optimizing Internal Talent 
Is the “Holy Grail”
The revolving door is one of the top issues that keep

workforce planners up at night. An employee is laid off 

by one business unit and, within a short time, is rehired 

by another. Typically, the underlying cause is that business

units have data about their own employees but not about

the overall company workforce, which produces a kind of

workforce myopia. Only at the organization-level can the

larger pattern be seen: a tendency to let people go unnec-

essarily and over-rely on external hires to fill openings.

Many organizations envision an ideal, internal job market

that would eliminate this revolving door. Someday, strate-

gic workforce planning will enable them to mine employee

data to locate talent, woo passive job candidates, and find

the best and highest use for each employee. 

A few organizations take this vision even further: Why

not make this internal job market accessible to employ-

ees, as well? Allow them to investigate other opportuni-

ties, identify what they must do to prepare, and point

them to the developmental resources. It’s a vision that the

U.S. Coast Guard is currently implementing.19

To realize this vision of a vibrant, internal job market

enabled through workforce planning, organizations will

need to overcome some obstacles:

• Resistance to talent pooling: Historically,

business units managed their talent pool as a

proprietary resource. Creating a single employee

database is a first step, but many organizations

expect resistance to “poaching” across lines of

business. It’s an obstacle that’s often encountered

— and overcome — in succession planning. And

in some organizations, internal movement is a

cultural norm.

• Lack of common terminology for jobs,

competencies, and skills.

• Limits to geographic mobility: Technology

makes physical location a non-issue for many,

but not all, jobs. The idealized vision of an

internal job market is constrained by the fact that

people are not infinitely mobile and location

does matter with some jobs. 

These eight findings describe the leading edge of 

workforce planning today. Given the field’s rapid 

development, however, the approaches described and 

the models and tools presented in this report will likely

continue to evolve.

8

19 Mary Young, Building the Leadership Pipeline.

Figure 16

Optimizing internal talent may be the Holy Grail
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Based on an analysis of all the data — a literature review,

presentations by thought leaders and best practice compa-

nies, discussions within The Conference Board Working

Group on Strategic Workforce Planning, interviews with

20 organizations and the nine case studies — our research

leads to the following recommendations:

Build on previous successes Because workforce plan-

ning requires significant effort, particularly when it is

first introduced, companies need to overcome organiza-

tional inertia and skepticism. One way to do so is to build

on previous successes. In many organizations, effective

succession planning lays the groundwork for workforce

planning. Senior executives often are already familiar

with that process, as both participants and succession

candidates. Transferring the logic of succession planning

to workforce planning takes only a small leap. 

Other organizations have implemented strategic work-

force planning in selected business units. Once those 

initiatives have proven their value, they can be rolled 

out company-wide.

Seek partners Many organizations successfully implement

SWP by involving other corporate functions, especially

Finance. The IBM case study illustrates this most vividly.

At Dow Chemical, HR teamed up with Finance and IS to

iron out issues with discrepant data. Workforce planners

may also find partners in their organization’s Strategic

Planning, Risk Management and Budgeting functions. 

Clearly, business leaders can also be important partners.

At Major Bank, strategic workforce planning found ready

allies in units that experienced high turnover or had con-

cerns about their workforce.

Finally, workforce planning can also benefit from exter-

nal partners. Dow Chemical sought help from a univer-

sity-linked research organization to provide enhanced

environmental scanning for Dow’s global operations.

Some industry groups, such as the American Hospital

Association and the Nuclear Energy Institute, have taken

the lead to develop industry-wide efforts to address loom-

ing workforce challenges. Regional coalitions of employ-

ers sometimes launch similar efforts.

Establish definitive and consistent data that will 
be used company-wide For many organizations, this 

is a frustrating but necessary challenge and one that must
be resolved. The Providence Health System case study

describes one process for reconciling differences in 

headcount and other data; the Dow Chemical case study

presents another. Until an organization can establish con-

sistent and credible data, its workforce planning efforts

are in jeopardy of being challenged and dismissed. 

Keep data on skills and competencies up to date
Some workforce databases contain quantitative data, 

primarily; others include résumé information like skills,

experience, past assignments, and the like. In science,

technology and other rapidly changing fields, it is partic-

ularly important to update such data regularly. Often,

employees are in the best position to do so. 

Create a common language to describe competen-
cies, jobs, and other workforce data An organization

that wants to fully leverage its internal talent needs to make

certain that a given job title, skill level, or performance

rating means the same thing throughout the organization.

Depending on the size and complexity of the organiza-

tion, this can be an overwhelming task. Some companies

begin by focusing on the most mission-critical jobs. 

Recommendations for Practice
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Adapt workforce planning to business needs and
workforce, and expect differences across units. In many

ways, the robustness of an organization’s workforce 

planning depends on its adaptability to different 

contexts and demands. Major Bank has found that the

workforce “model” — that is, the dynamics of the work-

force and the particular challenges that workforce plan-

ning must address — varies significantly by business unit. 

The research also finds that workforce planning is

affected by industry, organization and job characteristics.

Companies should consider these factors when evaluating

so-called best practice examples. They should fine-tune

any workforce planning model until it fits their specific

circumstances and business needs.

Make the SWP process and tools simple and 
efficient There is strong consensus that workforce plan-

ning processes and tools must be extremely user-friendly,

not only for HR staff but also for business leaders. The

level of granularity should also be calibrated to the audi-

ence: SWP discussions with senior leaders should not get

mired in small details or precise numbers. When work-

force planning is conducted at a more operational level,

granularity is appropriate. 

Develop HR staff’s SWP capabilities and comfort
level Few HR professionals have prior experience with

workforce planning. Many may be intimidated by the

data-crunching and technology and the need to become

an expert on business strategy. It’s no wonder that

Corning’s workforce planning chief, Matthew Brush, 

estimates that he spends 30 percent of his time coaching

HR staff on human capital planning. 

There is no alternative at IBM, HP, and Major Bank: HR

business partners have to become comfortable discussing

business strategy. Fortunately, there are tools available to

help. The templates that Agilent, Dow Chemical, The

Southern Company and Corning have developed help HR

staff succeed in this new role.

Use segmentation to focus on the most critical,
high-impact jobs and talent “Strategic Workforce

Planning in Practice” (pp. 41 – 69) discusses many ways

that organizations can use segmentation to make a seem-

ingly overwhelming task like company-wide workforce

planning more manageable.

Seek means and opportunities to leverage internal
talent Strategic workforce planning can do more than

simply manage headcount and generate staffing plans. 

It has the potential to help companies make the highest

and best use of their current employees, while reducing

unnecessary layoffs and external hiring. None of the

organizations interviewed for this study claims to have

fully achieved this potential, yet many are working

toward it. Effective succession management systems 

provide a model in many organizations for what SWP

may be able to achieve for the workforce as a whole. 

Integrate SWP with the business-planning process
Integrating workforce planning with business planning

transforms workforce issues into business decisions.

While many organizations have yet to achieve this goal,

it’s widely regarded as a prerequisite to realizing SWP’s

fullest potential. The HP case study describes one method

for gaining senior executives’ commitment; the IBM case

study presents another. Partnering with Finance and

Strategic Planning and building metrics into the work-
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force planning model are tactics some companies have

used successfully. Another lesson learned from the

research is that workforce planning should begin with

business strategy. With that as the centerpiece, senior

executives are more likely to see integrating workforce

planning and business planning as an obvious imperative.

Build in business unit accountability The IBM case

study illustrates one approach to holding business leaders

accountable for their workforce investments, while the

Corning case study suggests another. Only when business

leaders are responsible for their workforce investments

do workforce issues become business issues. As one

workforce planning leader said, “If there’s no execution,

then it’s all just chit-chat.” 

Future Research
Many organizations interviewed for this study expect to

make significant progress with strategic workforce plan-

ning within a year. Technology and tools will continue 

to evolve, and, to one extent or another, projected retire-

ments and workforce shortages will materialize. For all

these reasons, workforce planning is likely to become an

increasingly important process in crafting and executing

business strategy. It will also continue to be a fruitful 

area of research.

The Conference Board’s research on strategic workforce

planning suggests several areas for future research: 

1. Integrating SWP with strategic business planning, as

described in the IBM, HP, and Corning case studies.

Other organizations are working toward this integra-

tion, and their progress would be interesting to track.

2. Driving SWP deeper into the organization.

3. Using SWP to leverage the internal talent pool.

While topics 2 and 3 are, at this moment, 

more an aspiration than a reality, they are 

unlikely to remain that way, given their 

importance in the eyes of seasoned workforce 

planners. Future research should investigate 

what happens as organizations attempt to 

push the workforce-planning envelope in 

these critical areas.

4. Investigating the impacts of industry, organization

and job characteristics: Future research should inves-

tigate more fully how workforce planning differs

between organizations — even within the same

organization — in response to industry, organization,

and job characteristics.
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